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Message from the ACCESS Acting Director
Dr Neville Sweijd
Acting Director

I am tremendously grateful to all of our students, theme leaders and ACCESS
staff and volunteers who have assisted us in readying these two publications – the
ACCESS Research Highlights and the ACCESS Students’ Research Compendium
2013. The idea behind them is twofold: One is to boast about what the ACCESS
programme is achieving and to showcase to a range of stakeholders and even to
ourselves in the programme what the substance of the programme is; and the other
to ensure that the all of us know what the others are up to.
The ACCESS Research Highlights comprises contributions from our principal
investigators, as well as essays or thought pieces from members of the ACCESS community. However, the bulk
of the contributions are accounts of the research results of our students to date. Much of the work is ongoing,
but some has already been published (last year ACCESS produced 21 peer-reviewed publications and numerous
conference proceedings, among others). This is our first ACCESS Research Highlights publication and we intend to
produce it annually and grow it in size and substance.
It is important that all of us retain the notion that ACCESS is a programme and that we remain aware of who
is doing what, who has what skills and interests and where you can go if you need some help or are seeking
collaboration. The ACCESS Students’ Research Compendium is also for internal ACCESS consumption. It remains
a challenge for us to keep the programme consistent in the form of its thematic approach, and the aim is for the
Compendium to demonstrate that the whole is indeed larger than the sum of its parts.
I must thank Steve Arowolo, Olushola Adeniyi, Hayley Evers-King, Luke Gregor, Peter Johnson-Smith, Christopher
Sunday and Kashan Advertising for assisting with the editing of the abstracts.
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Message from ACCESS Board Chairperson
Dr Rachel Chikwamba
ACCESS Board Chairperson

It is abundantly clear from the variety of work being conducted under the auspices
of the ACCESS programme that it has enabled a wide range of significant research
in Earth Systems Sciences (in terms of content, respective elements of the Earth
System and geographical location). The theme of ‘global change’ is evident in the
programme’s work, with much of the research asking how the these systems are
impacted by change and how the research can be converted into information that
can be used to monitor and manage, or even predict, change in the future. This
is very exciting and encouraging; however, the challenge remains for us to ensure
that the work is consolidated into communicable and useful information and that it
reaches the right stakeholders. This is a challenge for the programme as a whole, and
the work being conducted under the ACCESS research themes remains a key component of the big picture. These
two publications, the ACCESS Students’ Research Compendium and the first volume of the ACCESS Research
Highlights, are testimony to the hard work of the ACCESS partners, the students and the ACCESS secretariat, and
we are very proud of the work being conducted!
Thank you!

Message from the Director of the NRF Global Change Programme
Management Unit
Dr Achuo Enow
Director of the NRF Global Change Programme Management Unit

It is very encouraging to see the efforts of the Global Change Grand Challenge being
translated into implementation and action. While global change, with its impacts
and implications, is the primary focus of the Global Change Grand Challenge,
an equally important outcome is the development of a new cohort of fresh and
representative young scientists. This body of work – represented in the ACCESS
Students’ Research Compendium and the ACCESS Research Highlights publications –
is an excellent example of progress toward both these outcomes. The Global
Change Grand Challenge is a significant investment by the Department of Science
and Technology, its principal mandate being to co-ordinate the implementation of
the Global Change Research Plan (GCRP). The implementation architecture of the
research plan comprises several components of which ACCESS is one. ACCESS plays an important role in both the
research and human capacity development aspects of the GCRP. These publications demonstrate that ACCESS
is making remarkable progress in both aspects of its role in the implementation of the GCRP. We look forward
to the continued growth and formal publication of the research conducted under the ACCESS programme, as
well as seeing it emerge in policy and management decisions by the relevant decision-makers. We also hope that
graduates from the ACCESS programme will continue to make meaningful contributions to reshaping the national
research and development agenda, particularly in matters relating to the Global Change Grand Challenge.
Thank you!
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Theme Leaders
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Prof. Mary Scholes
(Theme 7)

Theme 1:
Weather and Climate Variability: Fundamentals, Predictability and
Application
The focus of this theme is the variability of southern African weather and climate on timescales
from short-range weather forecasting (beyond 12 hours), through to climate forecasting
beyond two years, but less than a decade. This theme is subdivided into three main focus areas:
investigating the underpinning science of weather and climate variability and predictability
through theoretical research of observational and model data; developing models and systems
for the production of weather and seasonal forecasts for the SADC region; and, finally, applying
and tailoring these forecasts to suit user needs and dissemination of forecast products.
Advancing our understanding of southern African weather and climate variability and change
can be achieved through an Earth Systems Science observation network, monitoring key areas
and conducting dedicated experiments at land and sea. This focus area strives to ensure that
the observations required to meet national needs for weather and climate data are identified,
obtained and made widely available. Its goal is to provide continuous, reliable and comprehensive
data and information on the state and behaviour of the climate system of southern Africa and its
surrounding oceans, including its physical, atmospheric, oceanic and hydrological processes.
Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models resolving atmospheric processes more explicitly
at a higher horizontal resolution contribute to the recent increased accuracy of short-range
predictions. These models can provide sufficient warning of imminent national weather-related
disasters and high impact weather (floods, extreme temperatures and storms), as well as
meteorological variables that can supply input to special applications models (air quality, flash
flood guidance, fire danger, wave modelling and electricity demand models) — vital for decisionmaking. The seasonal-to-inter-annual variability of rainfall and temperature anomalies over
southern Africa is also predictable. Most of the seasonal forecast skill is a result of the ability of
these models to capture the influence of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events over the
region, but improved predictability can be achieved through the development of state-of-the-art
Earth System models.
The South African end-users of weather forecasts have been largely supplied with skillful
forecasts of probabilities indicating the likelihood of above or below normal rainfall and
temperature for a coming season. Delivery and uptake of useful climate variability information is
a substantial challenge, and in South Africa the resources currently invested in the development
of physical systems capable of providing reliable information on future outcomes far outweigh
those dedicated to the packaging of such information to end-users. This focus area addresses
this deficiency by supplying additional forecast information products for the benefit of endusers, including outputs from applications models, as well as derived products (seasonal onset,
cessation and drought severity) and probabilities of crossing different risk thresholds.
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Development and application of a malaria model for studying impacts of
climate variability and change on malaria epidemics in South Africa
Gbenga Jacob Abiodun
University of the Western Cape
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Peter Witbooi
E-mail: abbey_gbenx@yahoo.com
Malaria, a vector borne disease, kills over 781,000 people worldwide annually and remains one of the largest
killer diseases in Africa; most of its victims are woman and children. The World Health Organization showed that
more than 40% of the world’s population is exposed to malaria. Over 10% of South Africa’s population is living
in malaria-epidemic provinces (Limpopo, Mpumalanga and KwaZulu-Natal). However, malaria is very sensitive
to climatic variability. Since mosquitoes thrive better in a warm, moist environment, there is a big concern that
the projected global warming may make malaria parasites spread over more provinces in South Africa, thereby
exposing more populations to malaria epidemics. A good climate-malaria modelling system is a vital tool for
providing early warning on malaria outbreaks and for studying potential impacts of future climate change on
malaria.
The present study aims to develop and validate a new, dynamic model that overcomes the weakness of
conventional malaria models. The model accounts for impacts of climate (rainfall and temperature), land use
types, immigration, population growth and malaria control methods on malaria epidemics. The model will be
validated over the malaria epidemic provinces in South Africa. The input climate data over these provinces will
be obtained from the South African Weather Service (SAWS) and Climate System Analysis Group (CSAG), while
the malaria data will be obtained from the South African Department of Health and Malaria Research Unit (MRU).
We shall do a performance evaluation of the new model and compare the results with that of existing models.
In the study the malaria model will be applied to investigate impacts of climate variability and changes on the
occurrence and intensity of malaria epidemics in South Africa.
The results from this study will be published in journal articles, while the final output will be a full PhD thesis. It
is envisaged that the implementation of the malaria model will help in predicting malaria prevalence over South
Africa and thus promote an early warning system and other preventive interventions. The new malaria model will
be made publicly available for research, teaching and permeation.
Key words: Malaria; climate; temperature; rainfall; seasonal forecast

Change detection analysis of impervious surface areas and effects on
urban microclimate across Gauteng Province, based on remote sensing
data and in situ measurements
Adeyemi Adeniyi Adedayo
University of Pretoria
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Joel Botai
E-mail: u13387546@tuks.co.za
Increases in population density and urban dynamics are having an adverse impact on environmental components
and processes. Although Gauteng is the smallest province in South Africa, it reflects a full range of sprawl i.e.
rapid conversion of open land and agricultural land to impervious surface areas (transportation, infrastructure
and buildings). These urban features alter the natural surface energy and radiation balance such that cities are
relatively warm places. In this regard, understanding the historical patterns and impact of impervious surface after
(ISA) land changes on the associated urban micro-climate becomes vital for various applications. The proposed
study will investigate urban land-use land cover change by use of spectral, spatial and temporal methods. In
particular, the study will analyse various physical processes (based on proxy parameters) that characterise the
urban microclimate variability across Gauteng Province using remote sensing data and other ancillary data
(e.g. weather station data and ground truthing) for two time epochs: 1990s and 2000s.
Key words: Land surface temperature; impervious surface area; built-up indices; Landsat; IKONOS
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Towards an uncertainty atlas for wind forecasts in South Africa
Brenden Argent
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Bruce Hewitson
E-mail: brendanargent@gmail.com
The work that I am doing for my PhD is centred around uncertainty in the mapping of
wind. My thesis is broken into three sections, each dealing with a different aspect of uncertainty. The first of these
is focused on the observational data sets available for South Africa, namely the South African Weather Service
weather station records, and the data collected by the ten CSIR masts erected for the Wind Atlas for South Africa
(WASA) project (into which my work feeds). The primary objectives of this section are to assess the quality of
the data, to classify and describe the climatic zones across the country and to explore the trends and long-term
variability of the wind in these regions.
The second component of my thesis involves a validation of the wind forecasts produced by the Weather
Research and Forecasting model (WRF). This involves the development of a series of statistics to quantify the
accuracy of the forecasts in both space and time and the automation of the processing. Some of the work done
on this section has been published in the European Wind Energy Association’s Annual Event proceedings. The
methodology developed for this section associates the errors in the modelled wind speeds and directions with the
synoptic scale circulation in order to identify the processes that the model is not able to accurately represent.
The aim of the final section of my thesis is to develop a methodology that will enable me to produce an
uncertainty atlas of wind speed to accompany the WRF-based wind atlas that will be produced by WASA.
By quantifying the different sources of uncertainty in the wind atlas process, areas, time periods and physical
processes that are poorly reproduced by the model can be identified and will guide the users of the atlas. This will
allow for greater confidence in the use of the atlas information where the uncertainties are low.
Key words: Wind; model validation; uncertainty

Vulnerability and adaptation linkages within the food value chain:
A farm-level analysis of the impact of climate change on food security in
South Africa
Steve Arowolo
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Peter Johnston
E-mail: sarowolo@access.ac.za
The challenge of conceptualising vulnerability and adaptation practices is embedded in the research endeavours
that are aiming to integrate social and ecological frameworks in addressing climate-induced problems. This study
seeks to investigate the relevant mechanisms for enhancing resilience to climate variability and change within the
food value chain, with a view to clarifying whether useful linkages could be made between climate models and
economic models concerning the projections of vulnerability and prospects of adaptation within the food value
chain. The policy implications of socio-ecological modelling of the food value chain with respect to vulnerability
and adaptation practices of famers in the study area will be investigated.
This study will make use of both climate data and socio-economic data. The study will be carried out in four study
sites, namely: Vredendal/Lutzville (Olifants West), Moorreesburg, Blyde River/Hoedspruit (Olifants East) and
Middelburg/Carolina. Some data are already available from previous studies in the study areas, additional socioeconomic data would be collected where necessary. A detailed food value chain mapping will be conducted for
specific crops in the study. An appraisal of water availability will be investigated with respect to irrigation and the
rain-fed system of farming in all the study areas. Empirical economic analyses will be conducted where applicable,
and the interpretation of such analyses will be valid in explaining the policy implication of the socio-ecological
modelling of the food value chain, in relation to the linkages between vulnerability and adaptation at farm-level in
all the study areas. A bridge between climate modelling and economic modelling is a vital measure for ensuring
a holistic approach to addressing climate-related problems within the agricultural sector. This is particularly
important in sub-Saharan Africa where agriculture constitutes a large percentage of income. The understanding
of such quantitative relationships is particularly lacking in food value chain analysis with respect to the existing
linkages between vulnerability and adaptation at farm level.
Key words: Adaptation, climate models, economic models, food value chain, livelihoods, agriculture, vulnerability,
climate change.
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ECHAM4.5 Global Circulation Model as a seasonal forecasting system for
southern Africa: Coupled vs. uncoupled
Asmerom Beraki
University Pretoria
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Willem Landman
E-mail: asmerom.beraki@weathersa.co.za
Coupled ocean-atmosphere global circulation models are at the advanced end of the seasonal climate modelling
field. These models hold great potential for improved seasonal prediction skill globally, since they are able to
describe the interaction and feedback between ocean and atmosphere. This configuration is in contrast with
atmospheric global circulation models forced by prescribed sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies, since
atmospheric models assume that the atmosphere responds to SST, but does not in turn affect the oceans.
Unfortunately, in spite of the promise of enhanced seasonal forecast skill, coupled models have not been used
for operational seasonal forecast production in South Africa because these models effectively require double
the computing resources of their atmosphere-only counterparts. However, recent advances in computing
infrastructure in South Africa have paved the way for using these state-of-the-art coupled models for operational
seasonal forecast production, including forecasts for El Niño and La Niña events several months in advance.
In this thesis the configuration of an optimised atmospheric model forced with skilfully predicted SST anomalies
over a hindcast period of several decades, and the development of Africa’s first coupled ocean-atmosphere
model, which includes a unique atmospheric initialisation strategy, are described in detail and their respective
performances over a common hindcast period are evaluated and compared. The atmospheric model used is
the ECHAM4.5, and it is also coupled to the MOM3 ocean model. If the model intercomparison indicates that
the coupled version has at least equalled the forecast skill of its optimised atmosphere-only version, then South
Africa, as one of the leading modelling countries in Africa, should direct more of its seasonal modelling efforts
toward the use and further development of coupled models for operational seasonal forecasting.
Key words: Climate model; ENSO; ECHAM4.5; MOM3

Detailed GIS maps of climate risks to support rural development in South
Africa
Estonia Khwashaba
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Francois Engelbreght
E-mail: MEKhwashaba@ruraldevelopment.gov.za
Any country around the world needs development in order to improve or enhance its socio-economic conditions.
Development can take place in both rural and urban areas. In South African rural areas, development is
undertaken with the main purpose of improving the lives of the poor. The Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform (DRDLR) has been given a mandate by the Government of South Africa to develop and implement
the Comprehensive Rural Development Plan (CRDP), which is linked to land and agrarian reform as well as food
security. South Africa as a country is faced with many challenges that may affect sustainable rural development.
This study is concerned with the impacts that climate change may have on rural development in South Africa.
These may include impacts on infrastructure (e.g. an increase in extreme weather events may impact increasingly
on infrastructure, such as bridges and roads), food security (through weather impacts on crop yield, and the
increases occurrence of veld fires, and animal health in a much warmer environment) and water security (e.g.
through changes in rainfall totals, increases in the variability of rainfall, and reductions in water availability due to
enhanced evaporation). Historical climate data and plausible projections of climate models will be used to describe
the risks that present-day climate and future climate change pose to rural development in South Africa. The
geographic information system (GIS) will be used to make maps of the relevant risks, for dissemination to relevant
decision-makers in rural development. It is envisaged that the study will impact on the planning of the DRDLR.
Key words: Rural development; climate change; food security; land reform; water availability
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Remote sensing of water reservoir in Vhembhe district, Limpopo
Province, South Africa
Rebeeca Malebo Ditlopo
University of Pretoria
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Joel Botai
E-mail: maleboditlopo@yahoo.com
Availability of water supply is largely affected by climate change, which is influenced by human activities.
Climate change may result in unexpected high rainfall resulting in flooding, or low rainfall and high temperatures
resulting in drought conditions. If water resources are not monitored and managed well in South Africa, there
are high chances that in the future water scarcity may be a limiting factor to the country’s economic growth
and development. There is a high demand for water in the Vhembe district due to development activities such
as human consumption, agriculture and mining. The aim of the research is to explore the advantages offered by
remote sensing in obtaining information on the state of water reservoirs in the Vhembe district. In particular, the
goal of the study is to use remote sensing and geographical information systems to monitor water resources by
estimating the variability of water storage capacity of the water reservoirs across the Vhembe district.
Specific objectives to be achieved are to identify the water reservoirs in the Vhembe district in terms of their
numbers and spatial distribution; to estimate the water reservoir storage capacities from satellite images in the
study area; to compare the water reservoir storage capacities obtained from field surveys and those obtained
from satellite images and to examine the climate data. Digital elevation modelling and ground data will be used
in the study. Ground data (collected from the field) will be used to calibrate the remote sensing results. For water
assessment and reservoir detection, multi-year Landsat data will be used. Furthermore, ancillary data comprising
daily water storage, relation water volume area and water stage area of reservoirs (that will be obtained from the
Department of Water Affairs (DWA)) will be used.
Key words: Water reservoirs; remote sensing; Landsat; Vhembe

Dynamics of climate variability over the all-year rainfall region of South
Africa
Christina Johanna Engelbrecht
University of Pretoria
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Willem Landman
E-mail: engelbrechtc@arc.agric.za
The all-year rainfall region comprises as a narrow strip along the Cape south coast. The annual rainfall over this
region exhibits a bi-modal distribution. Rainfall peaks in the transition seasons, with failure of rainfall, particularly
during autumn, often leads to conditions of agricultural drought (Jury and Levey, 1993). The underlying circulation
mechanisms responsible for the bi-modal rainfall distribution are not fully understood, although peaks in the
frequency of cut-off lows and ridging anticyclones during the transitional seasons appear to be an important
factor (Jury and Levey, 1993). The interaction of regional circulation with local topography (e.g. Singleton and
Reason, 2006) also modifies the regional rainfall distribution, as is evident from the presence of indigenous forests
on the seaward side of the mountain ranges over the central parts of this rainfall region.
This study will have two components. Firstly, a thorough observational analysis to determine the relative
contributions of the various weather systems responsible for this rainfall distribution will be performed. The
robustness of the bi-modal rainfall distribution will also be investigated to improve understanding of climate
variability over this region. The other study component will focus on the simulation of rainfall over this region on
the short- to seasonal timescales. This analysis will include determining whether the observed characteristics of
rainfall and weather systems are captured within various types of model simulations (e.g. forcing by perfect and
predicted sea-surface temperatures, effect of horizontal resolution, etc.), with the aim of contributing to improved
forecasts on the short to seasonal timescales.
Key words: All-year rainfall region; weather systems; circulation mechanisms; model simulations
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Wheat-specific weather indices and yield prediction in the Swartland:
Development and dissemination
Pierre-Louis Kloppers
University of Cape Town
Degree: Masters
Supervisor:
E-mail: klppie001@myuct.ac.za
The winter rainfall region of South Africa is characterised by its inter-annual variability. Over the past decade there
have been numerous studies trying to determine the mechanisms which can be associated with this inter-annual
variability. Such variability, coupled with the deregulation of production and market systems in the agricultural
sector in the 1990s, has led to a significant decrease in the economic viability of low-value, high-volume produce
such as wheat production. As a result, the total number of farmers has decreased while the average farm size
has increased in an effort to sustain economic viability. Wheat farmers in the Swartland region have had to adapt
to the changing environment by shifting from high input cost farming, to more sustainable farm management
systems, such as crop rotation. The profit margins for wheat producers are constantly under pressure and are
further affected by the need to cope with biophysical and socio-economic systems exposing farmers to a more
multidimensional, hazardous and less controllable decision-making environment. Producers need relevant
information to identify ways to improve profitability. Seasonal forecasting has the potential to provide wheat
producers in the Swartland region with invaluable information regarding the climatic conditions of the coming
season, enabling them to make sound economic decisions.
Regrettably, due to the complex nature of the atmospheric dynamics associated with winter rainfall in South
Africa, seasonal forecasting models have been found to fall short in predicting the variability of winter rainfall.
This shortfall has created the gap which this study is attempting to bridge. The aim of this study is to understand
the potential predictability of wheat-specific weather indices and wheat yields in the Swartland region and assess
their potential use and packaging within wheat-specific agricultural advisories. The study will attempt to identify
wheat-specific weather indices for the spring wheat crop in the Swartland region, their inter-annual variability and
associated mesoscale atmospheric dynamics. The statistical relationships between these wheat-specific weather
indices and global and regional climate indices that have been linked to winter rainfall in the South-Western Cape
(e.g. AAO, Antarctic sea-ice, SSTs in Southwest Atlantic, ENSO, SOI, etc.), as well as their relationship with wheat
yields will be investigated using various statistical techniques, including a multiple regression econometric analysis
called Panel Data Analysis. Where significant relationships exist, these will be used to derive statistical forecast
models of impact indices and yields based on knowledge of the current state of the global and regional climate.
The next step will be piloting the development of an agro-meteorological advisory based on the derived forecast
models and farmers requirements for information and farm management decisions.
Key words: Winter rainfall; Seasonal forecasting; Wheat yield; Swartland; Climate indices

Drought over southern Africa: Structure, characteristics and impacts
Hector Chikoore
Zululand University
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Mark Jury
E-mail: hector.chikoore@gmail.com
The drought phenomenon is a distinct feature of the regional climate of southern
Africa. Prolonged periods of widespread drought have affected the subcontinent throughout much of the
1960s, 1980s and 1990s. Besides not being well understood, the drought phenomenon is also evolving due to
climate change and environmental degradation. A key question is: To what extent has climate change influenced
drought characteristics in recent years? The primary aim of this PhD project is to map, quantify and analyse the
nature and impacts of meteorological drought events over southern Africa, using satellite observations and reanalysis models during the period 1980—2009. This work deals with southern Africa, as defined south of 10°S.
Much of the analyses focus on an area bounded by latitudes 15—25°S and longitudes 22—32°E, a region of high
rainfall variability from year-to-year. The research also investigates how the ENSO phenomenon modulates the
meteorological structure of the Botswana High. The impacts of meteorological droughts on runoff and crop yield
over the subcontinent are analysed.
Key words: Meteorological drought; ENSO; Land surface temperature; Botswana High
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High resolution ensemble numerical weather prediction forecasts for
applications in the field of hydrology
Stephanie Landman
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: GGS Pegram
E-mail: stephanie.landman@weathersa.co.za
Skilful forecasts are essential, especially to provide early warning of severe or hazardous weather that may
lead to loss of life and property. Weather forecasts from numerical models are often provided in a deterministic
manner. An inherent characteristic of deterministic forecasts is that a single estimate of the future state of the
atmosphere is conditioned on the present state of the atmosphere. In contrast, the issuing of objective probability
forecasts for the short-range timescale (up to 72 hours) has the potential to objectively address the uncertainties
associated with the initial state of the atmosphere, as well as the uncertainties induced by internal model errors.
Ensemble prediction systems (EPSs) represent a stochastic approach which couples probability with determinism,
and which has the specific aim of predicting the probability of future weather events to occur and making an
estimate of the uncertainty of a forecast. Studies have shown that there is a relationship between the horizontal
resolution of a forecast and the predictability of precipitation.
Considering that South Africa is a semi-arid region, the skilful forecast of precipitation is of high importance to the
agricultural and hydrological community. However, it has been shown that ensemble forecasts used by catchment
hydrology applications improve warning systems as uncertainties are quantified. The question arises as to whether
or not high resolution ensemble forecasts will improve on the single high resolution deterministic forecast, with
regard to addressing the uncertainties in the form of probability density functions as well as supplying the
associated accurate measure of the predictive uncertainty. The optimal design and potential benefits of such an
operational ensemble system over the region seems to be worth investigating. The output of these forecasts will
be used as input to hydrological applications modelling which in turn can address uncertainties associated with
their appropriate forecasts. However, it has been indicated that the limit of predictability of floods and accurate
warnings is set at 4—5 days for high resolution forecasts. A major problem with the predictive skill of discharge
models remains the ability of atmospheric models to accurately predict precipitation. The principal aim of this
study is to develop and determine the skill of a five-day lead time, high resolution ensemble weather forecasting
system over the southern African domain. The ensemble will be generated by perturbing the initial conditions
using statistical procedures. The optimal construction of the ensemble will be determined by investigating
the relative impact of ensemble size and horizontal resolution on the skill of the forecast. The second aim is to
determine whether higher horizontal resolution sub-domains within the greater limiting area model will increase
the skill of forecasts over areas of complex orography. The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model will
be set up to cover the southern African domain.
Key Words: Short-range ensemble prediction; hydrological modelling; precipitation forecasts

Reservoir management using seasonal forecasts for Lake Kariba
Shepherd Muchuru
University of Pretoria
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Willem Landman
E-mail: smuchuru@iom.int
The Lake Kariba catchment area in southern Africa has one of the most variable
climates of any major river basin, with an extreme range of conditions across the catchment and through time.
Marked seasonal and inter-annual fluctuations in rainfall are a significant aspect of the catchment. To determine
the predictability of seasonal rainfall totals over the Lake Kariba catchment area, this study used the low-level
atmospheric circulation of the ECHAM4.5-version 3 of the Modular Ocean Model (MOM3-DC2) over southern
Africa, statistically downscaled to seasonal rainfall over the catchment. This model configuration is used to
retroactively predict the three-month rainfall seasons of September-October-November through February-MarchApril, over a 14-year test period from 1994 to 2008. Retroactive forecasts are produced for lead times of up to five
months and probabilistic forecast performance is evaluated respectively, defined by the 25th and 75th percentile
values of the climatological record. In addition, the potential economic benefit of catchment rainfall predictions is
presented at a lead time appropriate for water resource managers to act upon.
Key words: Lake Kariba catchment; ECHAM4.5 (MOM3-DC2); CGCM; reservoir management; dam managers;
seasonal forecasts
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The effectiveness of water shedding as a viable method of water
conservation in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
Zinzile Mafela
Monash University
Degree: Honours
Supervisor: Marshall Mdoka
E-mail: zinzimafela@gmail.com
According to the US Census Bureau, at the beginning of the year 2000 one-sixth of the world’s population did
not have access to improved water supply and two out of every five people did not have access to adequate
sanitation. The issue of water shortages is a global phenomenon. Countries with large populations and poor
economies seem to be most vulnerable, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia. These areas are also often
subjected to the effects of El Niño and La Niña, whereby the effect of temperatures of the sea surface fluctuating
by as little as 0.5 degrees Celsius across the equatorial Pacific Ocean results in droughts or floods that affect the
quantity and quality of water available. Climate change has also meant that countries, which previously received
enough rainfall and had stored underground water, have begun to experience trouble with the quality and
quantity of water. Global warming and climate change have significantly changed the typical weather patterns of
some parts of the world.
In light of these global water shortages, this study seeks to investigate the effectiveness of water shedding
as a method of water conservation. Water shedding is a system of water rationing whereby water provision
is restricted to certain days of the week for a stipulated number of hours. In Zimbabwe, the City of Bulawayo
introduced water shedding as a way of conserving the little water that was available during the drought the city
has been experiencing. The author has employed quantitative data collection methods to find out how residents
of the city manage water during water shedding periods and if this method of water conservation is effective and
has fulfilled its intended purpose. A questionnaire survey was drawn up for residents of Gwabalanda, a suburb in
Bulawayo where residents rely solely on municipal water for water supplies. It has been found that residents hoard
large amounts of water and fail to manage it efficiently, resulting in residents consuming more water than the City
Council has allocated to each household. The findings of this research will contribute to other research that aims
to find methods of water conservation at a time when water shortage is a global threat.
Key words: Water shedding; municipal water; climate change; conservation

Verification of gridded seasonal wind forecasts over South Africa
Teboho Nchaba
University of Cape Town
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Bruce Hewitson and Chris Lennard
E-mail: tnchaba@gmail.com
The Climate System Analysis Group (CSAG) at the University of Cape Town produces
seasonal wind forecasts over southern Africa using the United Kingdom Meteorological Office and the
Atmospheric General Circulation Model HadAM3P (the non-standard version of HadAM3). This study examines
the quality of the seasonal wind speed forecasts through a forecast verification process for continuous variables
using reanalysis products of the National Centres for Environmental Prediction and the Department of Energy
(NCEP-DOE). The analyses are performed over three provinces of South Africa. In each province, the forecasts
are verified at 1 000 hPa, 500 hPa, and 100 hPa. The results of the study have determined that the use of both
accuracy and skill measures for the verification analyses provide more information about the quality of the
forecasts as opposed to only one of these. In all provinces, the highest quality forecasts are made at 500 hPa
and the lowest quality forecasts at 1 000 hPa. Furthermore, regions, pressure levels, and seasons with the highest
forecast quality share the common characteristic that their wind speeds are relatively high. The forecasts add
value to the climatology and thus are a useful tool for wind assessment at a seasonal scale. It is suggested that
adding spatial resolution to the forecasts through downscaling may prepare them for use in applications such as
wind power output forecasting.
Key words: Verification; forecast quality; skill and accuracy
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Impact of lower stratospheric dynamics on the predictability of summer
rainfall over South Africa
Kelebogile Mathole
University of Pretoria
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Willem Landman
E-mail: kelebogile.mathole@weathersa.co.za
The variability of the strength of the polar vortex due to temperature perturbations in the lower stratosphere
has an effect on the position of the mid-latitude summer eddy-driven jet stream and the associated storm tracks
that regulate summer rainfall over southern Africa. Because summer rainfall over South Africa is to some extent
regulated by the position and variability of the jet stream, variations of lower stratospheric temperatures and
zonal winds, which to a large extent are influenced by lower stratospheric ozone variations, could influence
rainfall variability over the country. This project proposes to investigate the influence of an improved stratospheric
representation in general circulation models with realistic lower stratospheric ozone on summer rainfall
predictability.
The control experiment will be the model simulation with mean ozone and a coupled ocean model. The second
experiment will be a simulation conducted using the model that is as realistic as possible which will be forced with
ozone fields from the Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate (SPARC) and Climate Chemistry Model
Validation (CCMVal) activities. This experiment will be compared with observations to verify the proper simulation
of the mid-latitude jet behaviour. The third and fourth experiments will be control experiments with increased
stratospheric resolution and raised model top respectively. Analysis will be conducted by first diagnosing the polar
vortex break-up using potential vorticity diagnostics and stratospheric wind fields to determine when stratospheric
conditions change before the summer months. Stratospheric temperatures and wind fields will be used as summer
rainfall predictors to ascertain the amount of summer variability they describe using multivariate statistical
methods, and skill scores of rainfall forecasts using these predictors will be compared between experiments.
Key words: Lower stratosphere; summer rainfall; general circulation models; climate; polar vortex

Improving the simulation of drought over southern Africa using a nonhydrostatic global model with adaptive grid at the seasonal timescale
Arlindo Oliva Meque
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Babatunde Abiodun
E-mail: arlindo.meque@gmail.com
Because of the socio-economic impact of droughts and the likely increase in extreme events due to climate
change, there is a need for a skillful and reliable rainfall seasonal forecast system in the region. The ability to
produce a reliable seasonal drought forecast is dependent on our ability to predict the various interactions
between large- and small-scale patterns that occur in the atmosphere. Despite several improvements in the
General Circulation Models (GCMs) used to simulate those interactions, they still exhibit systematic errors. GCMs
are reasonably able to reproduce global and hemispheric features, but their typical coarse resolutions cannot
capture the small-scale features which play a crucial role in southern African rainfall producing systems. To
overcome this limitation, regional climate models (RCMs) with high horizontal resolution are used to downscale
the GCMs’ resolution. While RCMs are good in representing local scale features, they have lateral boundary
condition problems which compromise the interaction between small-scale and large-scale features. GCMs with
variable resolution can solve the problem by enhancing the horizontal resolution over a target region of interest.
The Conformal-Cubic Atmospheric Model (CCAM), which is an example of such a model, has been applied to
seasonal forecasting over southern Africa. However, CCAM is a hydrostatic model, meaning that there is a limit to
how high the horizontal resolution can be increased, typically 50 km. A higher resolution would compromise the
non-hydrostatic effect, because as the resolution increases the non-hydrostatic behavior becomes very important.
Hence, there is a need to apply non-hydrostatic GCMs with adaptive grids to improve the simulation of the
interaction between large- and small-scale features and ultimately improve the rainfall seasonal prediction over
southern Africa. In the adaptive grid there are no boundary condition problems, and it allows a good interaction
between the local scale features over areas of interest and the global scale feature over remaining areas in the
model. In theory, this type of model should improve the seasonal rainfall prediction over southern Africa, but no
study has ever established the reality, and that is the focus of the present study.
Key words: Drought simulation; non-hydrostatic model; seasonal forecast; teleconnections; drought indices
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The relative contribution of the ENSO, Benguela Niño and the Subtropical
Indian Ocean Dipole on the summer rainfall over southern Africa
Lerato Elizabeth Mpheshea
University of Cape Town
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Mathieu Rouault
E-mail: mph.lerato343@gmail.com
For the purpose of this study, the southern Africa region is defined as the region south of 5°. In this region high
rainfall peaks are observed during summer, except the south-west region of South Africa where the rainy season
is during winter. The overall rainfall in this region varies from one year to the other. The predominant mode of
variability is the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) event in the equatorial Pacific Ocean. However, the ENSOrelated effects are not sufficient enough to explain the inter-annual variations of rainfall over southern Africa.
In addition to ENSO we consider the two other modes influencing the rainfall over southern Africa in summer,
namely the Benguela Niño and the Subtropical Indian Ocean Dipole (SIOD). The key objective of the present
study is to compare the contribution of these modes of variability to summer rainfall. We use the 30-year rainfall
and SST data sets from 1982—2011. To account for the inter-related signal from different modes we will use the
partial correlation method.
Key words: Southern Africa; rainfall; ENSO; SIOD; Benguela Niño; partial correlation

Improving wave forecasting in the southern African region
Morwakoma Matabane
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Chris Reason
E-mail: morwakomamm@gmail.com
Extensive work has been done by some authors (e.g. M Krug, M Rouault, C Reason, and
F Dufois) in determining the behaviour of the Agulhas, Mozambique, and Benguela currents. It has been shown
that the currents have some force on weather/climate in southern Africa. The Benguela current has cold water
upwelling, and amongst other factors drives fishery in the South African western coasts. On the other hand, the
Mozambique Channel has been the route for tropical weather/climate influences (e.g. tropical cyclones). Oceanic
eddies that are responsible for momentum, energy and heat transfer, have been shown to travel through the
Agulhas current.
The wave project focuses on the impacts of wave height, temperature, and speed on coastal areas and other
aspects such as shipping. Some studies have shown that through oceanic wave modelling, cyclone/storm tracks
could be determined; for instance, in the case of tropical cyclones, sea surface temperature and wave height could
be used to forecast the cyclone tracks. Increased wave height has greater impact on coastal areas, and this results
in damage to property and loss of life. A better knowledge of the behaviour of oceanic waves assists in avoiding
any of the negative effects beforehand. Waves also affect the shipping route, and thus better forecasts of the
waves could help in mapping routes less prone to danger.
The WAVE WATCH III model will be set for the domain initially covering the surrounding southern African oceans
with a coarser resolution, approximately 1°. Time stepping will be set in accordance with the WAVE WATCH III
model specifications. As the project progresses, the resolution will be increased, and more model experimentation
will be done. The finer resolution (i.e. 0.01—0.5° resolution) will be nested in the coarser resolution model, and
the effects will be studied. Alternatively, the effect of statistical/dynamic downscaling the coarser resolution will
be studied. Studies will focus on wave forecasts of 1—3 days, and a much longer lead time. The model output will
be validated with in situ coastal observations, and satellite observations (e.g. TRMM, etc.). For longer lead times,
various reanalyses (e.g. NCEP, CFSR and ECMWF) will be used for validation.
Key words: Wave forecasting; oceanic wave modelling; oceanic eddies; climate; currents
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Water scarcity and conservation practices of primary schools in Bulawayo
Nkosinomusa N Ncube
Monash University
Degree: Honours
Supervisor: Ashley Gunter
E-mail: nkosinomusa_ncube@yahoo.com
Regional disparities in the distribution of fresh water, combined with climate change,
atmospheric processes that lead to droughts, worldwide population growth as well as the mismanagement
of water resources, has led to the global phenomena of water scarcity. The African continent is particularly
vulnerable to this scarcity. This is because, in Africa, water scarcity is taking place in the context of other
developmental stresses like poverty, poor health and sanitation, fluctuating oil prices, and food insecurity as well
as environmental change, drought and land degradation. Southern Africa is even more vulnerable because its
climate is characterised by low and irregular seasonal rainfall in combination with high potential evaporation. El
Niño brings droughts to southern Africa, often with tragic consequences in the region. All this occurs in a region
whose coping mechanisms are often negatively affected by political, social and economic factors, leaving it
extremely vulnerable to water scarcity.
This study aims to provide an understanding of how different primary schools in Bulawayo utilise water when it
is in such short supply and what methods they use to conserve the water they do have. The study also seeks to
understand what the water crisis means for the health and sanitation of the school environments in Bulawayo.
The findings of the research will be used to encourage further water conservation in primary schools and identify
ways in which water can be used resourcefully without compromising the health and sanitation of the pupils
and staff. The study aims to show primary schools in Bulawayo, as well as the local government, that effective
water conservation and efficient water use can extend even the most limited water supplies. This in turn will help
improve the health and sanitation environment of staff and students, as well as help the City of Bulawayo in taking
a step towards creating a water-sensitive city.
Key words: Water conservation; management; sanitation; health; Bulawayo

The occurrence of extreme cold, snowfall and frost in South Africa
Sabelo N Nhlengethwa
University of Zululand
Degree: Honours
Supervisor: Hector Chikore
E-mail: kabsedance@gmail.com
Extreme cold weather conditions are significant weather-related hazards during the
South African winter. Extreme cold, snowfalls and ground frost not only cause human discomfort and loss of lives,
but also result in disruptions to electricity supply, transportation, agriculture and other weather-sensitive sectors.
Recent research suggests that cold weather and snowfall have become more frequent in South Africa.
The main aim of this study is to investigate the occurrence and impacts of extreme cold weather, snowfall
and ground frost during the winter season (May—August) over South Africa for the period 1981—2010. Daily
observations of surface minimum and maximum temperatures for selected stations in South Africa were obtained
from the South African Weather Service (SAWS). A threshold level method is used to identify extreme cold
events. Satellite infrared imagery over the affected areas was generated using the NASA Hurrican Analysis Tool.
The National Centre for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis products are used to model the synoptic
patterns and circulations responsible for extreme weather conditions. It is expected that this work will contribute
to the understanding of extreme weather and mitigation of weather-related natural disasters.
Key words: Extreme cold; snowfall; frost; severe weather
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Modelling the intra-seasonal characteristics of climate variables over
South Africa
Steven Phakula
University of Pretoria
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Willem Landman
E-mail: steven.phakula@weathersa.co.za
Southern Africa is a region of significant rainfall variability on a range of temporal and spatial scales and is
prone to extreme events (droughts and floods). Extreme climate events are occurring frequently over southern
Africa and have severe impacts on society and biophysical systems. For example, the devastating floods in
northeast South Africa/southern Mozambique during February/March 2000 and severe droughts of 1991/92,
2002/03 and 2003/04 over northern South Africa and surrounding areas. The predictability of extreme events,
especially on an intra-seasonal timescale, has not yet been addressed adequately over southern Africa. Hence,
there is an increasing demand for weather services to provide forecasts of extreme events, especially rainfall and
temperature over southern Africa. Forecast of these extremes can have a positive effect on reducing the risks in
socio-economic decisions.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the predictability of the intra-seasonal characteristics of the climate
variables over South Africa by using the ECHAM4.5 atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM). The model,
administered by the South African Weather Service, is to be tested over a multi-decadal verification period for a
range of variables such as onset and cessation of the rainy season, frequency of extreme rainfall and temperature
events, among others. Forecasts of these variables can assist farmers and other user communities in making
critical decisions in advance.
Key words: Rainfall; extremes; forecasts; floods; droughts

Livelihood Vulnerability Index for subsistence farmers in Limpopo
Province, South Africa
Obed Mmotong Phahlane
University of Pretoria
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Hannes Rautenbach
E-mail: phahlaneo@arc.agric.za
Poor communities have few resources for day-to-day survival, with limited reserves for emergencies which make
them extremely vulnerable to natural disasters. A Livelihood Vulnerability Index (LVI) was developed to estimate
the livelihood vulnerabilities of subsistence farmers at 10 villages in four districts of Limpopo Province. A total
of 60 households were surveyed and data was collected on socio-demographics, livelihoods, social networks,
health, food, water security, natural disaster and climate variability. The data was aggregated using a composite
index, and different vulnerabilities were compared. The results show a LVI of 0.451 and 0.479 for the Vhembe
and Waterburg districts respectively. This practical approach may be used to monitor vulnerability, programme
resources for assistance in policy or project effectiveness in data-scarce regions by introducing scenarios into the
LVI model for baseline comparisons.
Key words: Subsistence farmers; Limpopo Province; LVI
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The heat watch warning system over South Africa
Patience Shibambu
University of Pretoria
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Willem Landman
E-mail: patience.shibambu@weathersa.co.za
Climate change is projected to bring with it an increase in the frequency of heat waves.
This may have negative impacts on water and power supplies, forestry, agricultural production, economy, air
quality, human health and may even cause an increase in mortality. The focus of this study is on the impacts of
heat waves on human health over South Africa. The study will initially investigate the nature of heat waves, the
weather systems that cause them as well as the impacts they have on human health. A heat watch warning system
that is based on the forecast temperature data from the National Centres for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
Ensemble Forecasting System (EPS) will then be developed using the heat index and be made operational at the
South African Weather Service. The forecast will be distributed to the Department of Health and other relevant
stakeholders, such as the media.
Key words: Heat waves; heat watch warning system; NCEP; human health, weather systems

The origin of non-ENSO-related drought in the southern African
east coast summer rainfall region
Nosipho Zwane
University of Cape Town
Degree: Honours
Supervisor: Mathieu Roualt
E-mail: zwnnos001@myuct.ac.za
This study focuses on the origin of non-El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)-related drought during the austral
summer rainy season in southern Africa, mainly focusing on the east coast region. We aim to examine dry
summers that occur during ENSO and dry summers that occur during non-ENSO for DJF months from 1950 to
2012. Recently, atmospheric sciences have advanced our ability to predict ocean atmosphere variability in the
equatorial Pacific Ocean. In this region occasional warming or cooling known as El Niño and La Niña respectively
occur. These events, together with associated oscillation of atmospheric pressure over the South Pacific Ocean
known as southern oscillation, can have global climate effects. Both extremes of ENSO have been associated with
temperature and rainfall anomalies around the world.
Southern Africa is also impacted by the effect of ENSO, with warm Pacific events frequently being concurrent
with drought in much of the region. Southern Africa lies within an arid to semi-arid climatic region, characterised
by substantial rainfall variability on intra-seasonal, inter-annual and longer timescales. Frequently, extreme
weather and climate events such as floods and droughts occur. The impact of extreme weather and climate events
on society, agriculture and insurance are considerable. Rain-bearing weather systems over many parts of southern
Africa tend to come from the east. Warm sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the southwest Indian Ocean tend
to be associated with wetter conditions over eastern and central Africa. Warm SSTs are also linked to increased
easterlies and a moisture convergence zone over the tropical to subtropical regions of the eastern subcontinent
south of Africa. These intonations promote the formation of tropical-temperate troughs (major summer rainfall
systems) across South Africa, leading to increased precipitation. By looking at atmospheric dynamics using wind
anomalies, the movement of the tropical low and mid-latitude forming cloud band associated with rain, and
variability in SSTs we hope to provide evidence and the mechanism responsible for drought in non-El Niño years.
Key words: Southern Africa; El Niño Southern Oscillation; rainfall variability; drought; climate
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Theme 2:
Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation
Africa is particularly vulnerable to regional changes and variability of the climate system,
compounded by key gaps in knowledge and understanding of regional system dynamics,
projected impacts and adaptation options and mitigation. Collectively, these issues severely limit
effective decision-making and the implementation of value response actions by society, and
leave stakeholders with a potentially high risk exposure to climate change. Theme 2 seeks to
contribute to addressing this problem through two work packages — addressing regional climate
projections (focusing on projected climate change for the subcontinent), and climate change
impacts (projected/modelled impacts for key sectors); with a particular focus on student training
at M- and PhD-level in these areas. Stakeholders’ knowledge need for climate change-related
information vastly outweighs the delivery capacity of any single research activity. However, this
programme targets selected key priority activities to maximise the benefit to society.
A central foundation to responding to climate change is the availability of relevant information
and underpinning the understanding of physical changes and the baseline attributes of the
regional climate system. Without this knowledge, all one can do is enhance resilience in
anticipation of an unknown. This deliverable thus forms a core component on which much of the
broader foci of the programme of work are dependent. Recognising the research capacity within
South Africa, and the state of knowledge about the subcontinent’s climate system, the following
research topics represent a selected priority knowledge gap that constrains the development
of relevant policy and adaptation, including those reflected as priority needs by SADC (SADC
2011). These areas of weak knowledge significantly undermine the decision-making process in
responding to climate change. The WCRP CORDEX programme is set to transform the data
landscape of climate change projections for Africa, with multiple RCM and statistical downscaling
within a common simulation design, forged by the latest generation GCMs. However, no single
model is identifiable as ‘best’; all models include error and bias (both known and unknown). There
thus remains a frontier challenge as to how to utilise the multi-model and ensemble information
to maximise understanding. This activity will develop the approaches to maximise the information
content from a stakeholder’s perspective.
Few attempts have been made to collate research regarding climate change impacts on key
sectors in the SADC region, with an eye to identifying critical research gaps going forward. New
modelling is undertaken by PhD students as the budget and supervision allows. Sectors selected
for impact modelling comprise those indicated as priority sectors of concern under the SASSCAL
programme (which is providing complementary funding), and the additional priority sector of
health, also reflected as impact sectors critical to the SADC region.
Key objectives for this theme include collating multi-model and ensemble information within
CORDEX Africa and making it available in an accessible and understandable format (including
training); and collating the latest impact results for the agriculture, health, water, forestry and
biodiversity sectors within SADC, including new sectoral modelling as the budget allows.
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Impacts of climate change on water resources in the SADC region
Samuel Kusangaya
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Michele Warburton, Graham Jewitt and Emma Archer Van Garderen
E-mail: kusangayas@yahoo.com
Global climate model (GCM) projections are considered to be the most advanced tools
for projecting future climate change scenarios and have been extensively used in the study of climate change;
however, they operate on a coarse spatial resolution. In response to this, the downscaling methods have improved
substantially, with regional downscaling having been undertaken for southern Africa. However, use of the
downscaled information for studying the impacts of climate change on water resources and hydrology is still in its
infancy in the SADC region. To date, this has been undertaken for South African catchments only. Outside South
Africa there have been limited attempts at evaluating and using downscaled GCM results as inputs to hydrological
modelling, to study the potential impacts of climate change on water resources in the SADC region. Nevertheless,
both hydrological models and regional climate models are simplified representations of reality and are frequently
based on inadequate input data and uncertainties in parameter values. The compounded uncertainty from
downscaled climate data and the subsequent use of hydrological models for climate change impact analysis has,
to date, not been evaluated, despite the clear need to ascertain, acknowledge and quantify uncertainty. Evaluation
of uncertainty is necessitated by the need to give an accurate and/or optimum basis for decision-making
regarding future hydrological responses under climate change.
This thesis intends to bridge this gap in knowledge by contributing to the understanding, quantification and
accounting for compounded uncertainties in the use of downscaled regional climate data for impact analysis,
using hydrological modelling so as to contribute to improved decision-making and thus improved water
management practices. This will subsequently improve the methodology applied in climate change impact
analysis on water resources, understanding climate change impacts on hydro-climatic processes, improved
regional databases, information sharing between scientists and users and the development of effective responses
to climate variability and climate change in the SADC region through more informed decision-making.
Key words: Climate change; water resources; SADC; global climate models

Satellite remote sensing assessment of change in dryland and woodland
floristic communities
David Loubser
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Barend Erasmus
E-mail: dave@earth3.co.nz
This thesis will evaluate and map the past and current extents of dryland forest and woodland floristic
communities in key biodiversity hotspots and protected areas and their surrounding communal lands. I will map
scenarios of the future extent for these communities using present day satellite imagery, change assessment of
historic satellite data, and maximum entropy models of future distribution envelopes of the dominant species.
Understanding the changes in extent and location of these floristic communities, as well as the locations of
the ecotones between these communities is critical for long-term conservation and development planning and
implementation. The communities themselves are centres of endemism and the transition zones tend to be
centres of high diversity. The use of these floristic communities by people also influences the future extent and
location of these communities through deforestation, fire and other land-use changes.
A review of the impacts on southern African biodiversity resulting from a changing climate (both direct and
indirect impacts), will be conducted, with particular emphasis on southern African dry woodland landscapes.
A quantitative methodology will be established to delineate historic and existing floristic communities based
on satellite imagery, refined using herbarium and plot data Maximum Entropy distribution models. Based on the
derived maps of historical dry woodland distribution, models of future distributions of key community species
and projected land-use/cover changes (specifically deforestation and fire), scenarios of expected transitions in
community extents will be developed. Potential changes in dry woodland communities within selected protected
areas will be assessed, with focus on keystone indicator species within these ecosystems. Predictive case studies
will be developed from protected areas in southern and eastern Africa and a systematic conservation planning
framework will explore potential future protected area network scenarios.
Key words: Climate change; dry woodland; protected areas; indicator species; southern Africa
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Perceptions, practices and experiences of weather and climate in
Rustenburg, North West Province
Tshepo Marea Mahuma
University of Johannesburg
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Thea de Wet
E-mail: t.mahuma7@gmail.com
Climate change is increasingly becoming a topic of concern in human lives. Weather changes and climate
variations are recorded and estimated changes in climate are anticipated. Extreme weather conditions are linked
to adverse health effects. Mortality and morbidity have been recorded in high temperatures.
Anthropologists have been studying climate change and culture for many years. Over time, climate change has
been presented in anthropology in the context of farmers, crop production and cultural weather forecasting.
Until now, few studies have concentrated on climate change and culture in the context of daily practices and
experiences of weather by people. Local knowledge and perception of weather have not been addressed in South
Africa from an anthropological view. An ethnographic research and understanding of weather and climate is
needed at local level.
The aim of the study is to investigate the perceptions, practices and experiences of weather and climate
in Rustenburg, North West Province. Indoor thermal temperatures and humidity levels in different types of
residential buildings (RDP, own built, contractor built and shacks) and occupants’ indoor comfort levels will be
measured. A cross-sectional study, with an estimated sample size of 377, will be undertaken during summer.
Semi‑structured and structured interviews will be used to collect data. LogTag HAXO8 data loggers will be placed
in randomly selected houses to measure air temperature and relative humidity.
Key words: Climate; weather; anthropology; perceptions; indoor temperature

The effect of elevated CO2 in combination with surface O3 and drought on
staple crops
Bheki George Maliba
North-West University
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Jacques Berner and Emma Archer van Garderen
E-mail: bmaliba@gmail.com
Agriculture plays a critical role in ensuring food security and economic growth of developing countries. While
impacts of climate change on crops have received some attention in developed countries, there has been little
attention to this issue in developing countries. It is therefore important to establish local impacts of climate
change on crops (and other vegetation). Without the quantification of impacts on crops, the rational management
of climate change will merely remain speculation and uninformed perceptions. Agricultural activities in the
southern African region may be at risk due to elevated levels of carbon dioxide and surface ozone. The most
concerning effect is the interaction of these gases when combined with drought conditions. Many subsistence
farmers in this region are dependent on staple crops (e.g. maize and wheat) production to provide food for their
families. Commercial farmers will also be affected, which could affect food security on a national and international
scale. The present study will address the current lack of knowledge regarding the effect that climate change has
on staple crops. The study has the following aims and objectives:

•
•
•
•

Investigate and quantify the impacts of elevated levels of CO2 and O3 on staple crops;
Determine the exposure-response relationship of maize to CO2 and O3, and in combination;
Quantify the physiological and biochemical basis of the constraints imposed by the CO2 and O3; and
Understand the interaction between CO2 and O3 impacts and soil water regime (i.e. non-limiting and drought
stress conditions).

Key words: Carbon dioxide; climate change; drought; maize; ozone
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Climate change, energetics and predictability over southern Africa
Thivhadini Isaac Ngwana
University of Witwatersrand
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Francois Engelbrecht, Stefan Grab and Thando Ndarana
E-mail: isaac.ngwana@weathersa.co.za
The atmosphere can be viewed as a stable heat engine which gets its energy from solar
radiation and converts this solar radiation into other forms of atmospheric energy such as kinetic, potential and
internal energy. There is more heat energy in the tropical regions and less in the polar regions, which causes a
meridional temperature gradient. Three main atmospheric meridional circulation cells exist, namely the Hadley,
Ferrell and Polar cells. These atmospheric circulation cells owe their existence to the unequal energy distribution
of the global heat and energy budgets. Studying atmospheric energetics can provide us with improved
understanding of the impact of climate change on weather systems and their predictability, which may also affect
the skill of numerical weather prediction.
The atmospheric energy is affected by climate change in such a way that the major circulation cells are changing
in extent and intensity. This may in turn lead to changes in the attributes of weather systems that are controlled
by large-scale circulations. For example, growth and decay of synoptic scale weather disturbances are strongly
affected by the dissipation rate of energy. Some evidence regarding anthropogenically induced changes are
that the zonal mean storm tracks tend to intensify and to shift poleward, and that the intensity of extratropical
cyclones are increasing with a decrease in frequency. The study of energetics involves a proper theoretical
definition of the basic state flow on which eddies are embedded. This study will rely on a sound theoretical
description of atmospheric energetics, as well as global and regional projections of future climate change and
numerical weather predictions, to reach the following objectives: To develop an energetics framework in the
low frequency flow framework assuming the quasi-geostrophic assumption; connect energetics to individual
baroclinic systems; and assess the impact of climate change on predictability of baroclinic systems from an
energetics perspective, with emphasis on predictability over the southern African region.
Key words: Energetics; atmosphere; baroclinic systems

Endocrine disrupting chemicals, public health and climate change:
The case of indoor residual spraying of DDT for malaria vector control
in rural Beitbridge, Matabeleland South, Zimbabwe
Cliff Zinyembe
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Andrea Rother
E-mail: cliff.zinyemba@gmail.com
This research will focus on climate change and public health in the rural part of the Beitbridge district in the
Matabeleland South Province of Zimbabwe. The upsurge in vectors of human disease, human response in the form
of increased pesticide use and how this affects public health in the long run will be investigated in the context of
climatic changes. Links between climate change and pests have been established and documented. While many
studies have examined the relationship between climate change, pests and chemical pesticides from a climate
adaptation framework in agriculture, this study seeks to build on on-going research by examining this relationship
from a public health effects point of view. Focusing on the malaria vector, the anopheles mosquito, and its control
using DDT, the research will examine how the effect of climate change on pests may add to the effect of other
factors such as overuse of pesticides and possible long-term endocrine disruption in the exposed population.
Key words: Anopheles mosquito; climate change; endocrine disruption; extreme weather events; pesticide
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A spatial modelling framework to estimate the impact of climate change
on forest tree growth
Shalini Oogathoo
University of Stellenbosch
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Thomas Seifert and Ilaria Germishuizen
E-mail:
Although many forests have been modelled at a tree/stand/landscape level using empirical or process-based
models, all have tree growth as the main component, while the water is a minor component. Studies have
shown that forest models are unable to capture the varying tree growth in mountainous topography due to the
increasing soil moisture down the mountain slopes. This study aims at overcoming this by coupling a processbased tree growth model (3-PG) to a widely used hydrological model (SWAT). Furthermore, no study has been
carried out on the impact of climate change on tree growth in South Africa.
The study comprises two phases. The first is to model tree growth at watershed level by coupling a hydrological
model based on a geographical information system to a tree growth model. This should more accurately represent
the variant soil water of mountainous regions at watershed level in the tree growth simulation. Secondly, the
coupled hydrological–tree growth model will be used to evaluate the impact of climate change on tree growth in
sub-tropical forest land in South Africa.
The study area for this research project is the U40A sub-basin situated next to Greytown, KwaZulu-Natal. After
calibrating and validating the hydrological model for the sub-basin U40A, the tree growth model will be run
for plantation areas in the sub-basin. Then, the two individually-validated models will be coupled and run and
validated together. Finally, climate projection outputs, such as rise in temperature, increase in atmospheric carbon
dioxide and ozone, and an increase in drought events, will be used to evaluate impacts on tree growth.
Key words: Forest; hydrological model; tree growth model; forest planning

Climate change and extreme events in southern Africa
Izidine Sulemane de Sousa Pinto
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Bruce Hewitson, Christopher Lennard and Mark Tadross
E-mail: izidinep@csag.uct.ac.za
Climate and extreme weather events can have powerful impacts on human society and
infrastructure, as well as ecosystems and wildlife. These events arise from unusual high or low temperatures,
heavy rain, or prolonged dry conditions. Recent extreme climate events have had devastating consequences
for many African countries. Extreme events such as heat waves, heavy rain and droughts are responsible for
a disproportionately large part of climate-related damages and are thus of great concern to communities and
stakeholders. It is therefore important to investigate the characteristics of these events and project the changes
simulated by recent regional climate models (RCM) that may take place under increased greenhouse gases.
Presently, regional climate models offer the best information, downscaled with respect to global climate models,
for studying changes in extreme events. The Co-ordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) provides
numerous RCM simulations of both present-day and future time periods covering most land areas in the world
to a resolution of 50 km, with initial focus on Africa. The CORDEX multi-model dataset provides the unique
opportunity of using an ensemble of multiple dynamical and statistical downscaling models considering multiple
GCMs forced with different greenhouse gas concentration scenarios from the Coupled Model Inter-comparison
Project Phase 5 archive. This study aims to investigate changes in extreme rainfall and temperature, and links to
their synoptic drivers over southern Africa using the CORDEX multi-model dataset.
Key words: Extreme events; RCM; downscaling; CORDEX, CMIP5
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An assessment of occupational health policies and the effect of hot
weather on the health of outdoor workers in rural South Africa
Joy Oba
London South Bank University (UK) and Medical Research Council (RSA)
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Trudy Harpham
E-mail: obajoy@yahoo.co.uk
Workers represent half the world’s population and are major contributors to socio-economic development. It
is therefore essential that the health of workers is promoted and protected for the benefit of employers, the
employees themselves and the nation at large. In the past, much focus has been put on air quality, heat regulation,
health, ergonomics and protection from work-related injuries for indoor workers. However, under future climate
change scenarios, the effect of hot weather on the health of workers exposed to direct heat from the sun is
beginning to gain greater focus.
This study seeks to establish differences in the effect of current outdoor heat levels on a selected number of
health indices on a group of sun-exposed workers in South Africa. The Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHS
Act), designed to protect all workers in South Africa, will be scrutinised to establish the extent to which outdoor
workers in particular are informed and protected by this Act. The study site will be located at Upington, one of
the hottest and least humid sub-urban/rural towns in South Africa. A quantitative cross-sectional study method
will be employed on a random sample of at least 100 road construction workers during the hottest and coldest
months of the year. The participants will be required to complete a bio-demographic questionnaire containing
individual health and demographic details. Standard equipment will be used to collect health indices such as
blood pressure, oral temperature, and heart rate measurements. Data on weather elements such as wet bulb globe
temperature and wind speed will be obtained using appropriate equipment.
Findings from this study will be fed back to the participants and also made available to the relevant governmental
bodies as subjective research findings that can be used in decision-making and policy formation, enactment
and review. It is hoped that results from this study will inform employers and employees on the importance of
a stronger commitment to abide by the dictates of the OHS Act and ensure that measures to protect outdoor
workers from heat illness are correctly and consistently implemented.
Key words: Hot weather; outdoor workers; occupational health; climate change; heat illness
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Theme 3:
Global Change Effects on Water Resource Dynamics
Understanding the impact of global change on water resources and the capacity of society to
respond to the change is key to the sustainable management of our water resources. However,
to develop appropriate responses to the effects of global change, there is a need to improve
our understanding of how this change will affect water resources. This includes understanding
the drivers of changes to the water cycle, feedback within the Earth System and the appropriate
responses. Long-term monitoring is an important foundation for building this understanding.
Through detailed and long-term monitoring we will be able to detect changes, identify drivers of
spatial and temporal changes to water resources, and improve our understanding of dynamics
and feedback of processes that are affected by change. This will lead to the improvement of
current and new models for describing these processes and predicting changes arising from
global change. Thus, the programme will establish detailed, long-term monitoring and study at
a suite of research catchments representative of the country’s climatic regions over a period of
time. These research catchments will act as long-term living laboratories used for monitoring
and understanding hydrological/water resources-related aspects of global change, and provide
foci for capacity building from undergraduate through to postgraduate levels, moving through
to early career (including but not restricted to post-doctoral support) development. Our living
laboratories are now taking shape in the following areas: the Thukela catchment, Kuils–Eerste
River and Berg River. Historical monitoring programmes give context for continuing studies in
these regions, which provide water for a number of uses. These living laboratories can be used to
investigate the impact of land-use on surface - and groundwater quality and the extent to which
use and dams impact river flow.
Five key research questions will be addressed under this theme: (1) What improvements and new
approaches to observation and monitoring can be used to aid the improved understanding of the
impacts of global change on water resources? (2) What changes in hydrological responses are
already evident, and to what are these changes attributable? (3) How can hydrological models
be improved to predict hydrological responses to global change? (4) How do we improve our
understanding of complex and dynamic Earth Systems as they impact hydrological responses?
(5) How will environmental change interact with hydrological response? Are there tipping points
and thresholds of environmental change that will irreversibly impact on hydrological function?
(6) How can undergraduate and postgraduate programmes be adapted and graduates be
equipped to deal with a changing global environment?
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Modelling and regulating hydrosalinity dynamics in the Sandspruit River
catchment
Richard Bugan
CSIR and Stellenbosch University
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Nebo Jovanovic
E-mail: rbugan@csir.co.za
The Berg River has been exhibiting a trend towards increasing salt levels over the past 30 years. This is cause for
major concern due to the social and ecological significance of the Berg River. The increase in salt levels may be
attributed to the clearing of natural vegetation (Renosterveld) to make way for cultivated lands and pastures,
thereby altering the water balance and mobilising salts stored in the regolith. This process is termed dryland
salinisation and is evident throughout the wheatlands of the Swartland and Overberg regions in the Western Cape.
It is therefore essential that research be conducted in order to establish appropriate land-use and management
practices that would reduce the salinisation of the Berg River. The objectives of this research include the
monitoring of hydrological and inorganic salt dynamics at experimental sites representative of different land uses
in the Berg River catchment. This will allow for the simulation of alternative land-use and management options
using the JAMS/J2000 and/or the SWAT semi-distributed hydrological model to provide recommendations for
suitable land-use practices in terms of regulating salt mobilisation. The contribution to science which will emanate
from this research is the development of a salinity sub-routine, which is to be incorporated into the JAMS/J2000
hydrological model. This sub-routine will allow for the quantification of hydrosalinity fluxes at catchment scales.
Key words: Dryland salinity; hydrosalinity modelling; Berg River catchment; land-use management

An assessment of the compliance of river flows with the ecological
reserve in the Breede catchment in the Western Cape Province, South
Africa
Patheka Conellia Yawa
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Prof. Dominic Mazvimavi
E-mail: yawap@webmail.co.za
River flows influence and maintain both instream and riparian ecosystems. The flora and fauna belonging to these
ecosystems have evolved and adapted to the variability of both the quantity and quality of water within the river.
Human activities such as flow abstraction, diversion, and storage often modify the variability of rivers flows and
in the process adversely affect these river-related ecosystems. In order to minimise these adverse effects, some
water to satisfy these instream or environmental flow requirements should be made available in rivers where
flow abstraction, diversion or storage are planned. This allocation of water is referred to as the ecological reserve
in the National Water Act of South Africa. Several types of assessments, differing in the level of complexity and
confidence in the outcomes, are being used to determine the ecological reserve. There is uncertainty regarding
whether the flows occurring along rivers where the ecological reserve has been determined, such as the Breede
catchment, do satisfy the targeted environmental flow requirements. This study examines whether flows at
selected sites within the Breede catchment comply with the set ecological reserve. The study analyses daily flow
records along the Breede catchment gauging stations. Flow characteristics such as mean annual flows, mean
monthly flows and exceeding frequency of selected flows are compared with flows considered desirable for the
ecological reserve. An issue is whether the existing water resource management system is adequate for achieving
the objectives set as part of the ecological reserve. This study will assess whether the current water resource
management system provides a framework for achieving the objectives of the ecological reserve. An investigation
of the feasibility of achieving the river flow targets of the ecological reserve, using a real-time hydrological model,
will be undertaken. The results of this study are expected to assist water managers and users in complying with
conditions set for the ecological reserve, and thereby contribute towards sustainable management of water
resources.
Key words: Riverine ecosystem; natural flow regime; flow duration curve; flow variability; flow management
targets
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Hydraulic trait variation of Protea repens with change in climate and
atmospheric CO2
Kobus Kellermann
University of Cape Town
Degree: MPhil Environment
Supervisors: Prof. Ed February and Dr Jasper Slingsby
E-mail: kellermannjj@gmail.com
Global changes in atmospheric CO2 concentrations and climate are affecting all levels of biodiversity in a
number of ways. Predictions for the Western Cape are that temperatures will increase, while rainfall will become
more seasonal, resulting in stronger summer drought and greater hydraulic stress in plants. Increased CO2
concentrations, on the other hand, are expected to relieve hydraulic stress in plants that utilise the C3 pathway
for photosynthesis (most fynbos species) by reducing the amount of time they have to keep their stomata open
to take up the CO2 they require. It is crucial that we understand the relative impact of CO2 versus changing
climate on hydraulic stress in fynbos plants to inform our expectations for future changes in fynbos composition
and resultant ecosystem function. The aim of this work is to determine the extent to which changing climate
and CO2 concentrations are affecting hydraulic stress in Protea repens, a common fynbos species. This will be
done by examining xylem vessel anatomy and other traits associated with plant water relations in populations of
P. repens along an elevational rainfall gradient in the Jonkershoek valley, and along the rainfall seasonality gradient
between Cape Town and Port Elizabeth. These results will be compared with an existing dataset collected from
the same sites in 1992. Trait measurements for this study will form part of a record for long-term determination
of the effects of changing climate and increasing CO2 on plant hydraulic physiology. The trait surveys will be
complemented by a common garden experiment where individual plants were grown from seed collected from
the different populations to explore if variation is phenotypic (i.e. plastic in response to the environment) or
genotypic (i.e. genetically hard-wired) along the gradient.
Key words: Genotypic; elevational rainfall gradient; ecosystem; plant hydraulic physiology; fynbos composition

Assessing the influence of surface- and groundwater interactions in the
self purification of river flows in the upper Berg River catchment, South
Africa
Tebogo Eugene Madlala
University of the Western Cape
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Dr Thokozani Kanyere and Dr Paul Oberholster
E-mail: 2860853@uwc.ac.za
The Berg River catchment greatly supports agricultural activities that sustain the economy through employment,
industries, food export and the ecosystem in the Western Cape Province. Previous studies show that the quality
and quantity of surface- and groundwater are under threat due to pollution, which has the potential to cause
adverse effects on socio-economic growth and the natural resource base. The present research aims to assess
surface-and groundwater interactions in the upper Berg River catchment and how these interactions have
affected water quality changes that have occurred over time. Both surface- and groundwater will be sampled
using standard procedure. Groundwater will be characterised using hydro-chemical analytical methods and
environmental isotopes (18O and deuterium). River flow data collected by the Department of Water Affairs will be
used for surface-water analysis. Multivariate statistics will be used to determine any changes that have occurred
in both the quality and quantity of river flows and groundwater. The results of this study will contribute towards
managing the adverse effects of water quality changes in the upper Berg River catchment.
Key words: Environment isotopes; hydro-chemical analytical methods; water pollution; land use
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Effects of river flows on recruitment success of riparian vegetation along
selected high-gradient streams in the Western Cape Province, South
Africa
Rozwi Mogoba
University of the Western Cape
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Dominic Mazvimavi
E-mail: 2708321@uwc.ac.za
Vegetation along the riparian zone often occurs in two zones — the wet bank and the dry bank. Each of these
zones can further be subdivided, with the wet bank having the following sub-zones: the water’s edge and channel
fringe, while the dry bank has the tree-shrub and the outer transitional sub-zones. The wet bank occurs within the
portion that is flooded every year, while flooding of the dry bank has a recurrence interval of more than one year.
Modification of river flows by human activities affects the flow magnitude and therefore the extent and frequency
of flooding along the bank. These changes have the potential to change the zonal structure of vegetation on a
river bank. The knowledge of how changes of river flows, including flooding arising from human activities, affect
this zonal structure is required in order to incorporate measures for minimising adverse effects of water resource
management on riparian vegetation. This study aims to (i) determine the recruitment success of riparian vegetation
on high-gradient streams, and (ii) establish how the reduction of dry season low-flows influences the zonal
structure of riparian communities. An examination of the survival of saplings and seedlings will be conducted to
establish if seeds deposited by water on the river bank survive and make it through to adulthood. This will be done
on the Elands and Molenaars rivers. A comparison of the ratios of seedling, sapling and adults in different riparian
zones for 2005, 2011 and 2012 will then be carried out. The effects of the reduction of dry season flows on the
zonal structure will be examined by comparing the occurrence of seedlings, saplings and adults of three species
upstream and downstream of a flow abstraction point during the late winter, early summer and late summer. The
three indicator plant species to be used are Salix mucronata, which is a wet bank, marginal plant, Metrosideros
angustifolia, occurring in the lower bank and Brabejum stellatifolium, which occurs mainly in the upper bank. A
flow abstraction point along each of the following rivers will be examined: Sanddrifskloof, Jonkershoek and the
Moraineskloof rivers in the Western Cape Province.
Key words: Seedling recruitment; saplings; riparian vegetation communities; Salix mucronat; Metrosideros
angustifolia; Brabejum stellatifolium; wet bank; dry bank

The water footprint of deciduous fruit within the Koue Bokkeveld region
in the Olifants/Doorn catchment
Sibongile Manamathela
University of the Western Cape
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Prof. Dominic Mazvimavi and Dr Mark Gush
E-mail: 2854942@uwc.ac.za
Agriculture utilises about 62% of water resources in South Africa, and contributes 4.5% to the GDP of the country.
About 90% of vegetables and fruits are grown under irrigation. There is inadequate information about the full
impact of South African horticultural production on our water resources. The water footprint is defined as the
amount of water used through the entire crop production chain. Information about the water footprint can be
used to identify crops that are most suitable with regards to the available water in an area. This information can
also be used when making decisions regarding water allocation and management at catchment level. There this
inadequate information about the water footprint of various crops in South Africa, despite the utility of the water
footprint concept for water resources management. Therefore this study aims to determine the water footprint of
selected crops within the Sandveld area in the Olifants/Doorn catchment. The water footprint will be determined
by estimating the evapo-transpiration rates of these crops, and the amount of water used in all other activities
involved in crop production and processing up to the farm-gate level. This will be done on selected farms in the
Olifants/Doorn catchment.
Key words: Water use; crop production chain; evapo-transpiration; farm-gate level
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Investigating the effects of land-use exchange on river flows in the
Verlorenvlei catchment
Mamane Moeketsane
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Prof. Dominic Mazvimavi
E-mail: mamane04@gmail.com
With the growth in population comes an increased need for food, housing and natural
resources such as water. Meeting these needs requires humans to develop the land into agricultural and urban
areas for housing. However, this change usually has an effect on our natural resources such as water. The
Verlorenvlei catchment has three tributaries — Die Hel, Kruismans Krom and Antonies, which merge and form the
Verlorenvlei River. But the Verlorenvlei is largely a groundwater-dependent catchment. Studies carried out by the
CSIR and Stellenbosch University have suggested a decrease in the river flows from the catchment. The aim of this
study is to examine changes of land-use practices and their impacts on river flows and to understand the drivers
of such change in land use. In this study a statistical time-series (linear regression) will be used to determine
if there has been a change and if the change is significant. This study will encompass the use of a distributed
hydrological model.
The hydrological model will be used to stimulate flows before and after change.
Key words: Land-use change; arid climate; river flows; groundwater; Verlorenvlei

Improving the understanding of the spatial distribution of rainfall
Feroza Morris
University of KwaZulu-Natal, Pietermaritzburg
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Dr ML Warburton, Mr A Clulow and Dr H Bulcock
E-mail: 207501948@stu.ukzn.ac.za
One of the main challenges of global change is the availability and variability of
freshwater resources. Progressively more theory, observations and climate change scenarios indicate an
intensification of the hydrological cycle. Projected changes on a regional scale include a combination of shifts
in the seasonality and amount of precipitation. Of particular concern is how environmental changes will be
expressed in crucial high altitude catchments which create environments that can be highly variable over
relatively short distances. As one of South Africa’s most important watersheds, the Ukuhlamba Drakensberg
catchment area is socially, economically and environmentally significant. In the immediate catchment area, the
Drakensberg area serves as a water tower for downstream rural communities. Given the strong seasonality and
stochastic nature of rainfall within the Drakensberg escarpment region, detection of changes in rainfall variability
and an improved understanding of the interaction with topography, is urgently needed. Long-term monitoring
of various components of the hydrological cycle at historical research catchments within the Cathedral Peak
area, provide long-term data series against which changes can be detected and assessed. Bearing in mind the
importance of the area, together with its inherent geographical complexity, an improved understanding of the
relationship between topography and the spatial and temporal variability of rainfall becomes the emphasis of
this study. With a consideration of the influence of other relevant physiographic controls on the distribution of
rainfall, a meaningful statistical understanding of the relationships can be derived. This will be achieved through
a representative geographical coverage of rainfall gauges across the altitudinal gradients of the catchments and
beyond the borders. Consequently, improved understanding of the dominant environmental controls and the
dynamics and feedbacks of processes affected by change can be achieved.
Key words: Global change; altitude; precipitation variability; mountain climatology; Cathedral Peak
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Digital soil mapping and multi-scale soil carbon inventories in the upper
reaches of the Mvoti River
Liesl Wiese
Stellenbosch University
Degree: PhD (Agric) Soil Science
Supervisors: Dr Andrei Rozanov, Prof. Thomas Seifert and Dr Willem de Clercq
E-mail: wiesel@arc.agric.za
In order to improve decision-making towards improved soil management and a reduction in soil degradation,
sufficient quantitative datasets and methodologies are needed to enable the spatial and temporal
quantification of soil organic carbon (SOC) levels and dynamics in soils, as well as the effect of changes in land
use on these parameters. In South Africa, the Land Types (LT) map and database are the default and also the
largest map and dataset used by decision-makers and land-use planners alike in terms of the distribution of
soils in the country, as well as the national level SOC content of soils. However, the scale of the LT map (1:250
000) severely limits its application at smaller scales. Recent developments in digital soil mapping techniques
allow for new approaches to the interpretation of legacy soil data and the use of remote and proximal sensing
methods for advanced soil inventories. The overall aim of this study is to use both remotely sensed and spatial
legacy data, as well as auxiliary parameter data (e.g. climate, topography and geology), along with detailed
soil sampling to refine digital soil mapping rules for both soil type and SOC mapping towards developing
new approaches to soil carbon inventories. The study area, a quaternary catchment in the upper reaches of
the Mvoti River, will be stratified into geomorphological zones for mapping and sampling purposes using LT,
land-use and geomorphology, along with a digital elevation model (DEM). Current soil type and SOC data in
the study area will be supplemented through representative sampling in the primary geomorphological zones
under different land uses and along different positions in the landscape (catena). Rules, models and functions
will be developed to map soil type and SOC in the study area at several more detailed scales than the current
LT map. These rules, models and functions will be tested to verify their ability to predict soil type and surface
SOC levels in an adjacent quaternary catchment.
Key words: Soil organic carbon; soil type; digital soil mapping; pedotransfer functions; vertical distribution
function

An assessment of the contribution of surface and subsurface flows to
river flows of the Sandspruit in the Berg River catchment, South Africa
Matthew Damons
University of the Western Cape
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Prof. Nebo Jovanovic, Prof. Dominic Mazvimavi and
Dr Thokozani Kanyerere
E-mail: 2939902@uwc.ac.za
Studies showed that the primary origin of salinity in river flows of the Sandspruit in the Berg River catchment
located in the Western Cape Province of South Africa was mainly due to the weathering of the shales, while
atmospheric deposition contributed a third of the total salinity. The salts are transported to rivers through surface
runoff and subsurface flow (i.e. through flow and groundwater flow). The relative importance of surface runoff and
subsurface flow in contributing to river flows of the Sandspruit is not known. Thus the effects of these flow paths
on salinity in the Sandspruit are also not known. This study therefore aims at investigating the relative importance
of surface runoff, throughflow and groundwater flow in contributing to the total flows of the Sandspruit River.
We will determine the isotopic composition of flows in the Sandspruit River, boreholes and rainfall within the
catchment. The isotopes to be used are deuterium and oxygen18. A comparison of the isotopic composition
of river flows and borehole water will enable quantification of the contribution of surface and subsurface flow
paths to total river flows. Water samples will be collected from rain-gauges, boreholes and along rivers within the
Sandspruit catchment from May to November 2013. The frequency of sampling will depend on the occurrence
of rainfall events. The determination of the concentrations of stable isotopes in water samples will be carried
out using a liquid water isotope analyser model, DLT100 of Los Gates Research. The local meteoric water line
will be determined. This will give a representation of the isotopic composition of rainfall for the Sandspruit. This
information will be used to establish the origin of water in this river.
Key words: Stable isotopes; stream flow; isotope analyser; Sandspruit; local meteoric water line
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Modelling land use and projected climate
change scenarios to understand and identify
the environmental drivers, triggers and
vulnerabilities in sensitive, head-water
catchments
Sesethu Matta, Sanele Ngubane, Stephen Wagner,
Andrea Chetty, Predarshan Naidoo
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: Honours
Supervisor: Michelle Warburton and Graham Jewitt
E-mail: 210551840@stu.ukzn.ac.za,
209530966@stu.ukzn.ac.za,
stevewagneris@gmail.com,
211558785@stu.ukzn.ac.za,
208507256@stu.ukzn.ac.za
The Cathedral Peak research station was established
in 1938 as the main hydrological research station in the
summer rainfall region in South Africa. The Cathedral Peak research station (29°
00’ S, 29° 15’ E) is located in the northern parts of the Drakensberg Mountains
in KwaZulu-Natal and consists of 15 catchments. Measurements of streamflow,
temperature and rainfall started in 1950 and ceased in 1994. Through the efforts
of the South African Environmental Observation Network (SAEON), the Cathedral
Peak research station is being re-established in order to continue research in various
spheres of hydrology. This project aims to model catchments 4, 5, 6 and 7 to
determine the impacts of land use and projected climate change on these sensitive,
head-water catchments. The Agricultural Catchments Research Unit (ACRU) model
was the hydrological model selected. Input data such as rainfall, temperature,
soil information, land use and streamflow was collected. The ArcGIS™ was used to delineate the catchments.
Simulations were run to determine whether climate or land-use changes would have a more significant impact
on the water resources of the catchments. The simulated scenarios were analysed to aid in the identification of
environmental drivers, triggers and vulnerabilities in these sensitive head-water catchments. The simulations
from ACRU are expected to show that both climate and land-use changes will have an impact on the water
resources of the catchments. However, land-use change may have a more significant impact on water resources
in the Cathedral Peak catchments since its consequences are noticeably more rapid, whereas climate change is a
gradual alteration to the environment, which is often only apparent over a long period or large region.
Key words: Cathedral Peak; climate change; head-water catchments; ACRU model; SAEON
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Theme 4:
Environmental Change, Ecosystem Services and Livelihoods
Human societies have substantially influenced the pace, scale and nature of global environmental
change in ways which could compromise the biosphere’s current and future ability to provide the
essential ecosystem services that underpin human wellbeing. Predicting change in ecosystem
services is complicated by uncertainty, feedback between social and ecological systems, as well
as rapid change that can occur when resilience is exceeded and thresholds are crossed. We have
limited understanding of the relation between ecosystem services, biodiversity, social systems
and human welfare in South Africa, as well as the impacts of land use change, land degradation
and biodiversity loss on ecosystem service provision and the consequences for vulnerable
members of society such as the rural poor. They are most dependent on proximate ecosystem
services and, therefore, most vulnerable to localised environmental degradation.
Most studies of human-environmental relationships in these socio-ecological systems have been
cross-sectional (‘snapshot’), yielding useful information on the status quo, but offering little
insight into dynamics. To address these research gaps, we will assess ecosystem resilience in
the face of environmental change by establishing long-term climatic, land-use and biotic data
sets, alongside palaeoecological data and examine these records for periods of rapid change
(regime shifts) or stability in the face of changing climate (resilience). In parallel, we will look at
the societal responses to this change and changes in vulnerability over time. We will examine
changes in climate, land use and biodiversity in order to elucidate feedback between climate and
anthropogenic impact on vegetation/biodiversity. To understand these feedbacks and to be able
to react to them appropriately we need good ecosystem indicators and appropriate statistical
tools, which allow decision-makers to account for uncertainty in a rigorous way.
To predict changes in ecosystem services, facilitate adaptation and develop appropriate decisionmaking tools, the following challenges must be addressed: (1) integration of an understanding of
long-term trends with changing seasonality and the intensity and frequency of extreme events
to understand the ability of ecosystems to absorb disturbance (resilience) and the critical points
at which reorganisation occurs (thresholds); (2) understanding the interplay between social and
ecological systems, including feedback and uncertainties, impacts on ecosystem services such as
fuel wood, forage resources, water, biodiversity, and food production. Exploring the relationships
between ecosystem services, livelihoods, and wellbeing amongst the rural poor; (3) applying
relevant theoretical and organisational frameworks that can facilitate in integrating data from
natural and social sciences, enhance understanding of linked socio-ecological systems and assists
in interpreting long-term changes; (4) developing statistical analytical tools to analyse variability
in long-term biological data sets, to develop models that integrate interacting drivers, risks and
vulnerabilities, and to use this as a base for decision-making tools that will enhance adaptation
and resilience; and (5) develop monitoring tools for taxa to be used as indicators for the status of
ecosystems.
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Systems of global change: Ecosystem services in urban environments
Gregg Brill
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Pippin Anderson
E-mail: greggbrill@gmail.com
At a global scale, the problems of respecting and safe-guarding the environment have
been receiving increasing attention due to the growing consciousness that the time remaining to find effective
solutions to correct management strategies of environmental services is rapidly decreasing (Abakerli, 2001;
Alessa et al., 2003; Gios, et al., 2006). Important tasks of contemporary environmental practices are to monitor
natural resources, to assess the effects of human activities and interventions, and to observe the state of the
environment over an extended period of time (Roberts et al., 2002; Walz, 2008). National parks have been
designated as a principal strategy for environmental conservation, and have in the past served to keep the idea
of biodiversity protection alive, contributing significantly to the survival of entire habitats that might otherwise
have been destroyed (Aiken, 1984; De Jong, 1997; Abakerli, 2001; Michener et al., 2001; Ramutsindela, 2004; Liu
et al., 2007). Protected areas such as national parks are part of the broader social-cultural and socio-economic
framework, incorporating the biophysical and social systems which are inextricably intertwined (Hjortsø et al.,
2006). This research intends to focus on the relationship between the communities that surround Table Mountain
National Park and fresh water that originates within the park’s boundaries, and will attempt to quantify and qualify
the socio-economic and cultural values of the water-related ecosystem services offered by the park. Objectives
will include a valuation of cultural, recreational and aesthetic services provided by above-ground water bodies;
quantification of groundwater use along the park’s boundaries; and determining how human-altered landscapes
affect the quality of streams and rivers that originate in the park.
Key words: Ecosystem services; cultural ecosystem services; groundwater; Table Mountain National Park; water
governance

The use of state-space models to examine seasonality and long-term
trends in wetland bird communities on the greater Cape Peninsula
Yahkat Barshep
University of Cape Town
Degree: Post-doctorate
Supervisors: Prof. Les G Underhill and Dr Res Altwegg
E-mail: barshep.yahkat@gmail.com
Wetlands offer a range of ecosystem services that are particularly important for human livelihoods. These services
include the provision of clean water, food, building material and supporting wildlife on which ecotourism can
be based. Wetlands are among the ecosystems most under pressure from current land-use changes, such as
urbanisation. They are also among the first ecosystems to be affected by climate change such as changes in
rainfall patterns and temperature-driven changes in evaporation. We will examine how wetlands have changed
over the past 60 years on the greater Cape Peninsula where land-use change and recent climate change have had
a large effect. We will analyse a 60-year time series of climatic and land-use data. The best available biological
data comes from wetland birds, therefore we will analyse bird count data reaching back 60 years and examine
to what degree birds can be used as indicators for wetland conditions. Different species use different kinds of
wetlands and changes in bird communities are likely to indicate changes in wetland conditions. For example,
different levels of water depth allow for different foraging strategies. For some wetlands, monthly bird counts
exist and we will be able to examine changes in the seasonality of these wetlands. We will use state-space models
to analyse these time series. State-space models separate process variation from observation error and allow us to
examine seasonality and long-term trends in much detail. We will also be able to project likely impacts of different
climate change scenarios on the future dynamics of these wetlands.
Key words: Wetlands; waterbirds; state-space models; population trend; climate change
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Mitigating the drivers of the decline in the African penguin population
(Spheniscus demersus)
Yolokazi Galada
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Les Underhill
E-mail: yologala@gmail.com
The African penguin (Spheniscus demersus) has decreased from at least 1.5 million to 0.18 million over the
20th century. The global population in 2009 was estimated to be 26 000 pairs, and this has led to the species
being listed as endangered in 2010 by the IUCN. Factors that have contributed to the decline in the number of
seabirds in the Southern Ocean since the 1980s are both human-induced (competition with fisheries, pollution,
catch mortalities, habitat degradation) and naturally-induced (diseases, predation, displacements from breeding
sites and climate change effects). Dyer Island, the study site, is located off the South Coast of the Western
Cape Province and is one of 14 islands which, together with Geyser Rock, form the Dyer Island complex (34°41’S
19°25’E). Dyer Island supports large populations of seabirds, among which is the African penguin. At Dyer Island,
the penguin population has decreased from an estimated 22 655 pairs in 1979 to fewer than 5 000 pairs in 1994,
and just about 2 000 pairs were counted in 2010. Habitat degradation from guano collection is considered to be
one of the causes of the huge decline in the population. An effort to improve nesting conditions has been made
by introducing artificial nests at Dyer Island and other breeding colonies in South Africa. However, food availability
is also believed to be a huge factor behind the decrease. The African penguin’s diet is mainly anchovy (Engraulis
encrasicolus) and sardine (Sardinops sagax), both of which are exploited by the purse-seine fishery around the
island. The aim of this study is to look at breeding success and the use of artificial nest boxes for African penguins
at Dyer Island. Firstly, we are going to look at breeding success over time, i.e. 1980s, 2008, 2010 and 2012 at Dyer
Island. Comparisons of breeding success with other islands like Robben Island will be done to determine whether
breeding success at Dyer Island is poorer or similar to that in other colonies. Secondly breeding success in different
artificial nest box designs will be studied in order to give recommendations on which design is best for breeding.
Key words: African penguin; Dyer Island; breeding success; habitat degradation; artificial nests

How do trees limit fire?
Nondlazi Basanda
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Sally Archibald
E-mail: basandaemail@gmail.com
In using the classic tree-grass coexistence model, fire was considered as an X variable
and trees as the Y variable and this model is used to partly explain the interaction between trees and grass. Trees
vary in their interception of light, using the sun as the source of light depending on leaf and other characteristics,
hence the amount of light a tree can transmit to the understory. This study highlights the unique signature of
light transmittance produced by leaf configuration, canopy and characteristics of tree species. It also explains the
effects of tree density and canopy cover of tree species which often lead to variation in the understory species
composition for differing tree species at the same density. This work also established and incorporated a longterm fire boundary and fire reversal experiment. This knowledge will ensure better response to changes in Earth
Systems based on the ability to predict earth variability alternatives and feedback loops. The study underscores
the importance of biome distribution and the management of bush encroachment. In all, changes in ecosystem
services will be more accurately predicted and this will affect human livelihoods positively.
Key words: Ecosystem services; canopy density; land cover change; grass biomass; alternative stable states
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Benchmarks for the future: Long-term vegetation change derived from
palaeoecological techniques in the Swartland Renosterveld, Western
Cape, South Africa
Cherie Janine Forbes
University of Cape Town
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Lindsey Gillson and Timm Hoffman
E-mail: cheriejan10@gmail.com
Lack of Renosterveld environmental history (pre-colonial and pre-iron age benchmarks) makes it difficult to
build evidence-based arguments for conservation and management. This study focuses on the Western Cape’s
lowland, the Swartland Renosterveld, which is restricted to fertile fine-grained soils in the winter rainfall region.
The Renosterveld has been transformed (91—97%) mostly due to agriculture. High richness of endemic geophytes
gives remaining fragments an irreplaceable conservation value. Little is known about the Renosterveld’s history
and origins, for example its relation to possible restoration targets, fynbos and succulent Karoo vegetation. Limited
information exists regarding the Renosterveld’s composition and response to disturbance and climate change.
The region’s future climatic predictions show general warming (up to 6°K), a 30—50% decrease in precipitation,
an increase in drought periods and shorter rainy seasons. Studying the history of the Renosterveld in the late
holocene may provide information on responses to past warmer climates, alongside anthropogenic disturbance.
The research questions are: (1) How has the Swartland Renosterveld changed in response to climate and land use
over centennial—millennial timescales? (2) How does past Renosterveld composition relate to fynbos and succulent
Karoo vegetation? (3) Is there evidence of threshold behaviour between vegetation assemblages? (4) Was there
unprecedented change over the past century, or have similar changes occurred in the past? Methodology includes:
Analysis of fossil pollen and charcoal from sediment cores, AMS radiocarbon and Pb210 dating. Palaeoecological
records will offer a guide to the restoration and management of the Renosterveld. This research will help evaluate
impacts of future climate change scenarios and could make a contribution to global debates, since climate and
land-use impacts (and feedbacks between them) on natural systems is of international concern.
Key words: Alternative stable states; climate change; land use; fire history; Renosterveld; palaeoecology
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Modelling avian range changes between the first and second bird atlas
projects in South Africa
Megan Loftie-Eaton
University of Cape Town
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Prof. Res Altwegg and Dr Les Underhill
E-mail: lftmeg001@myuct.ac.za
Many bird species have undergone major metamorphosis in South Africa over the past two decades. This study
aims to use the dynamic multi-season occupancy models (DMSCM) fitted with a Bayesian framework programme
(i.e. WinBUGS) to, among other things, account for the observation process and understand the dynamics of
species’ geographical distribution in relation to a series of explanatory variables such as habitat and land-use
change. The DMSCM technique will be used to estimate the occupancy, colonisation and persistence probabilities
for a large number of bird species across South Africa and calculate the changes in the extent of occupancy
for each species. Preliminary work includes mapping of the occupancy, persistence and colonisation maps (see
picture below) for various species, as well as calculating the changes in the extent of occupancy.
Key words: Bird species; dynamic occupancy; colonisation; persistency; Bayesian framework
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Assessing ecosystem services in a communally utilised semi‑arid
savannah: Woody vegetation stocks and vertical structures in
Bushbuckridge, South Africa
Penny Mograbi
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Prof. Barend Erasmus, Prof. ED Witkowski, Prof. Gregory Asner
E-mail: penny.mograbi@gmail.com
Ecosystem services provide the basis for human survival, especially in areas where communities are heavily
dependent on natural resources and services. The rural poor often disproportionately rely on natural resources
and when human population outstrips available resources, the standard of living decreases. The management of
ecosystem services can be better understood through mapping. Mapping ecosystem services is not solely based
on spatial beneficiaries where these services are used. Changes in woody vegetation, biomass and structure are
indicative of the dynamics of ecosystem processes and provide insight on how the services are used by people
over time, whether sustainably or not. Both biomass and vegetation structure are integrators of many ecosystem
processes. Bushbuckridge municipality is a semi-arid savannah located in the lowveld region of South Africa and is
used as a case study for management of ecosystem service as well as long-term socio-economic and demographic
assessments using light detection and ranging (LiDAR) campaigns. The LiDAR sensors emit a small footprint that
discretely returns laser pulses and measures fine-scale, three-dimensional vegetation structure over large areas.
The aim of this research is to assess ecosystem services in a spatially and temporally explicit manner in order
to highlight sustainable methods in the use of woody resources and to assess the implications of continuous
depletion of ecosystem. By using comparative and contextual analysis, this research can make recommendations
on the opportunities and constraints for management of communal vegetation stocks and structure, while also
providing a management tool in the sustainable management arsenal, especially in rural communities.
Key words: Ecosystem services; woody vegetation; Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) campaigns; sustainability

The contribution of natural resources to rural livelihoods: Underlying
household socio-economic drivers, Agincourt, South Africa
Fatima Hassen Ragie
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Prof. Barend Erasmus and Dr Wayne Twine
E-mail: fatimaragie@yahoo.com
The use of natural resources as part of livelihood strategies contributes substantially to the daily provision
and income generation of people in rural environments, while also serving as a safety net in times of stress
and adversity. This relationship between humans and the natural environment is dynamic, with changes in the
interactions either on temporal or spatial scales potentially having direct consequences on both ecological
sustainability and human well-being. This study will focus on the socio-economic, demographic and perceived
resource availability that influences the livelihood strategies and dependency on natural resources of households.
This is a study under the Ecological Sustainability and Human Well-being in Communal Socio-ecological Systems
(SUCSES) cohort of the Agincourt Health and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS), Bushbuckridge
Municipality in the central lowveld, Mpumalanga Province, South Africa. This rural area is characterised by high
human density, high levels of poverty, and high levels of dependency on diminishing natural resources. The study
aims to understand and quantify the role that natural resource usage plays in the livelihood (sustainability)
outputs of households in Agincourt, Bushbuckridge, focusing on how household capital and adopted strategies
determine their dependency on natural resources. It is structured within the sustainable livelihoods framework and
will examine these interactions at the household focal-unit, taking into consideration village-level differences as
well as annual changes over a timescale of four years per household.
Key words: Rural communities; sustainable livelihoods; natural resource dependency; socio-economic drivers
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Assessing the invasion potential of eucalyptus grandis in South Africa
Kudakwashe Musengi
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Sally Archibald
E-mail: kmusengi@cooltoad.com
The invasion of ecosystems by introduced species is an important and growing aspect
of global change. Alien invasive species can have serious negative impacts on the biodiversity and functioning of
ecosystems, but identifying invaders early, before they become established, can dramatically reduce the cost of
controlling them. This is because the global cost of control programmes plus the total cost of damage caused by
invaders are very high. Many Eucalyptus species have formed the backbone of forestry in South Africa since the
1800s although other plantation species such as pines and legumes have become serious invaders in many parts
of the world.
Eucalyptus species have not been nearly as successful in invading alien environments considering that their native
habitat members of the same genus dominate almost all vegetation types. This project used available theory
on the qualities that characterise invasive species to assess the invasive potential of one Eucalyptus species:
Eucalyptus grandis (rose gum). A field study was used to determine whether there was any indication that it was
in fact, invading plantations in Mpumalanga, and if so, which ecological processes affected this invasion potential.
Key vegetation traits, such as generation time and seed viability, which are known to affect invasion potential,
will be taken into consideration. Demographic data will be used to determine the rates of establishment of
E. grandis outside of plantations. Since it is known that many alien plants take a long time to establish naturalised
populations and spread through new ecosystems, this research will provide information on the likelihood that
E. grandis will become a problem species in the future. This study also aims to help to explain why Eucalyptus
species in general are not aggressive invaders and hence will contribute towards the global understanding of
invasive species’ traits.
Key words: Ecosystem; alien invasive plants; invasion potential, Eucalyptus grandis; frost
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Dynamic macro-ecology
Greg Duckworth
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Res Altwegg
E-mail: g.d.duckworth@gmail.com
Some of the most pressing problems in nature conservation play out at large geographic
scales, such as biodiversity loss, climate change, land-use change, etc. (Root et al. 2003; Gaston, 2003;
Parmesan, 2006). This is the domain of macro-ecology (Brown, 1995). However, macro-ecological insights have
been underused in conservation so far, because of 1) incomplete datasets over large spatial scales, and 2) the
statistical techniques used are not quite adequate enough, and do not address all relevant factors to give accurate
estimates. Macro-ecological patterns are intrinsically dynamic and at present, static methods are used to infer
these processes. This mismatch has roused a fair amount of criticism. For example, most species range prediction
models rely on species distribution models (Elith and Leathwick, 2009) that have been heavily criticised because
they typically do not account for spatially explicit effects (i.e. spatial autocorrelation) and because they depend
on static patterns to infer dynamic processes (Dormann, 2007). Also, the spatially heterogeneous sampling effort
is a critical and so far almost entirely ignored problem with these approaches. My PhD project forms part of a
research group which develops a dynamic statistical framework for analysing patterns and processes in species
distribution data across large spatial scales. The method development by which to initially develop dynamic
statistical models that compensate for the above issues is already under way. The core of my project revolves
around using these models to accurately predict future species ranges within southern Africa. Data to be used is
presence/absence data on bird species throughout southern Africa, as part of the South African Bird Atlas Project
(www.sabap2.org;
SABAP1: 1987 to 1991; SABAP2: 2007 ongoing). Biologically, my project aims to compare threatened bird species
between protected and non-protected areas. Specifically, I will look at the distribution and occupancy probability.
If there is a difference in distribution between these sites, I will examine what drives these differences (e.g., land
use, climate, vegetation). This information can be used to predict effects of global change, and land-use change
on biodiversity. This has considerable conservation relevance, as South Africa is currently developing its climate
change strategy, and it is envisaged that this work will contribute largely to the decision-making process.
Key words: Occupancy modelling; Bayesian statistics; range dynamics; conservation ecology; protected areas

The relative influences of gradients in rainfall and landscape position on
woody vegetation composition and structure in communal rangelands in
Bushbuckridge, Mpumalanga Province
Odette Prinsloo
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Prof. Barend Erasmus
E-mail: odi@live.co.za
Over one-third of South Africa’s surface area is covered by savannah woodlands. The structure and dynamics of
savannahs within communal rangelands are driven by both environmental determinants (climate and substrate)
and anthropogenic disturbances (harvesting of resources and cultivation), hence their manipulation of natural
disturbances such as fire and livestock grazing. Due to the many interactions between anthropogenic disturbances
and environmental determinants, it is difficult to elucidate their relative importance for changes in woody species’
composition and structure over time. This research aims to determine the individual and interactive effects of
rainfall and topographic gradients, as well as the impacts of human disturbances on woody species’ composition
and structure within the human-impacted woodlands of Bushbuckridge, Mpumalanga Province. It will also be
looking at the interactions between humans and natural drivers within these human-impacted woodlands. The
study will help to determine what accounts for the spatial variation in woody composition (i.e. tree density) and
structure within a human-impacted landscape over time as well as changes in tree utilisation. Ultimately, this study
will highlight the utilisation of resources in determining the structure and composition of vegetation within these
rangelands.
Key word: Anthropogenic disturbances; communal rangelands; environmental determinants; savannahs;
sustainable usage
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Theme 5:
Land Use and Land Cover in Urban and Rural Environments
Land cover constrains ecological, biogeochemical and socio-economic processes across local
to global scales. At local to regional scales, land cover determines biodiversity and ecosystem
processes (such as fire regime) and services (such as water yield and quality), and thus
links directly to socio-economic outcomes, including the quality of peoples’ lives and their
livelihoods. At regional to global scales, changes in land cover provide feedback to climate
through alterations in albedo and biogeochemical fluxes. Socio-economic activity alters land
cover directly, which in turn impacts on human quality of life from rural to urban settings, and
has vital implications for food, water and energy security at local to regional scales. This is
especially important in South Africa, where poverty and quality of life are closely linked to local
environmental conditions.
We propose a multi-disciplinary programme to explore the causes and consequences of land
cover changes in southern Africa at local, regional, continental and global scales. Our focus is on
change along a conceptual gradient of land transformation by human activities, from relatively
unmanaged landscapes, through to urban and intensive agricultural landscapes. Land cover in
southern Africa is intriguing from both a scientific and policy perspective, because it can and
does change rapidly over vast areas due to presumed sensitivity to a range of anthropogenic
drivers. Understanding this apparently high level of sensitivity and its implications provides an
excellent opportunity to develop South African scientific capacity to a level that will have an
appreciable presence on a global stage, and will be relevant for policymakers at national level.
We propose cross-disciplinary work programmes within this theme to explore the causes of land
cover shifts at local, national and regional scales and their consequences, including possibilities
for managing desired land cover. The work will focus on at least three regional sites (Kruger
National Park and eThekwini, KwaZulu-Natal, and the Karoo).
A series of ‘models’ at multiple scales, integrating mechanistic and experimental understanding
into larger-scale predictive models will be developed. A key component will be the validation
and integration of models such that mechanistic understanding of plant climate responses
and demographics will feed into community and vegetation/crop models, economic and
ecosystem models, and ultimately informing hydrological and climate models. The combined
skills represented in this theme have considerable expertise for generating new knowledge about
both the causes and consequences at local and regional scales. However, we need to develop
expertise to analyse and synthesise these findings and their implications from local and regional
scales through to the earth atmosphere system at larger (including global) scales. Our conceptual
gradient approach will provide the basis for this synthesis. We will also produce decision-making
tools for land-use planning and management. These will be accessible and suitable for both rural
and urban landscapes, and appropriate for private (individual or company), government (local,
provincial, national and regional), and researchers and managers (higher education institutions,
parastatals and councils).
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Detection and attribution of change in the Afromontane archipelago:
Cathedral Peak, South Africa
Luke Bodmann
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: MSc
Supervisors: Prof. T Hill, Dr M Warburton and Dr J Finch
E-mail: lukebodmann@gmail.com
Palaeoenvironmental data provides a means to understanding changes in a given environment. Understanding
the past is the key to the future and its changing environment. The Drakensberg Mountains in KwaZulu-Natal have
been recognised as an important water source, especially in terms of catchment management and hydrological
processes. Catchments in the Cathedral Peak area have a collection of historical data such as stream flow records,
rainfall data, temperature data, burning regime records and aerial photography which dates back over a century.
It is therefore imperative to go further into the past for better insight and to achieve greater understanding
of changes that have occurred over time. In this regard, the use of palaeorecontruction techniques such as
palynology and charcoal analysis will enhance the probe into the past and offer more reliable data towards
detection of change. This study aims to use these sources in reconstructing the past towards gaining valuable
information such as causes of change and reasons as to why such changes occurred. This will in turn benefit the
catchment in understanding the changes that transpired and to predict what changes may occur in the future, as
well as determine the agents responsible for such change. The research will benefit the catchments by providing a
historical data set that conservation and land managers can access to assist their decision-making processes and
policy formulation. Furthermore, the data obtained through this research can effectively improve sediment yields,
biodiversity and water quality and quantity, Archipelago and significant landscape.
Key words: Detection; attribution; change; Cathedral Peak; palaeoenvironmental

Livelihood impacts of climate-driven land-use change: Cost-benefit
analysis for sugarcane and forestry production in KwaZulu-Natal
Patrick Hitayezu
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: PhD
Supervisors: Dr Edilegnaw Wale and Prof. Gerald F Ortmann
E-mail: phitayezu@yahoo.fr
Climate, as an important factor in the biophysical sphere, defines the natural capacity or predisposing condition
of land-use change in a farming system. Notably, studies have found climate-driven land-use change to be
associated with acute land degradation, depletion in ecosystem functions and services, and climate variability.
This has negatively impacted on important livelihood and policy implementation, particularly in ‘hot-spot’ regions
which are most vulnerable to climate change and where land remains a key livelihood asset such as the East Coast
region of South Africa. Nonetheless, the livelihood impacts of climate change remain underexplored in the climate
change adaptation literature and so far no study has attempted to explore the livelihood impact of climate change
in South Africa. Against this background, this study sets out to investigate the livelihood impacts of climate-driven
land-use changes in the KwaZulu-Natal Province of South Africa, taking the sugarcane and forestry production
sectors as illustrative cases. The study will analyse farmers’ perceptions of climate change and land-use change,
assess the vulnerability (exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity) of livelihoods to climate change, and identify
the optimum and sustainable climate-driven land-use change strategies. The results of this study are expected to
inform decision-makers on the livelihood implications of climate change and adaptation, and provide factual input
into the debate around mainstreaming climate change adaptation measures in the general rural development
policy objectives in South Africa.
Key words: Climate change adaptation; land-use change; sustainable livelihoods; cost-benefit analysis; land
degradation
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The role of CO2 in changes in the African savannah
Lloyd Nackley
University of Cape Town
Degree: Post-doctorate
Supervisors: Adam West, William Bond and Guy Midgely
E-mail: lnackley@gmail.com
The African savannah occupies roughly 70% of the continent south of the Sahara Desert
and is home to some of the most iconic landscapes and ecosystems. Savannahs are composed of grass and
trees at varying densities. Fire, herbivores, and drought have historically been considered the primary factors
in determining the savannah plant community composition. However, recent research indicates there may be
a fourth factor, linked to climate change, which may be altering the balance of grass and trees. Studies using
remotely sensed images revealed that over the past 50 years, woody species continue to encroach into grasslands
in areas where fire and large herbivores have been excluded. It has been postulated that this expansion by woody
plants is correlated to the atmospheric enrichment of carbon dioxide (CO2). CO2 enrichment may preferentially
benefit trees which assimilate carbon through the C3 photosynthetic pathway compared to C4 grass species.
However, this benefit may be mediated by soil moisture. An experiment has been established, in closed-topped
CO2 chambers at the University of Cape Town, to test the interaction between CO2 and soil moisture on plants
of the African savannah. The results from this work will have implications for the future assemblage of African
savannah plant composition.
Key words: Drought; carbon dioxide; climate change; photosynthesis; ecophysiology

Remote sensing of forest health: The detection and mapping of
Eucalyptus species infested by the weevil Gonipterus scutellatus in the
light of climate change
Romano Lottering
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Onisimo Mutanga
E-mail: lottering@ukzn.ac.za
Gonipterus scutellatus is a leaf feeding weevil native to Australia which has subsequently spread across the globe.
First identified in South Africa in 1916, it has propagated, reaching pest infestation level. The weevil specifically
attacks genus Eucalyptus species causing leaf defoliation, reduction in species growth and propagation and,
in severe cases, plant death. Eucalyptus species is considered one of the most economically significant exotic
plants in South Africa. With the uncertainty of the effects of climate change on the phenology of the weevil,
knowledge of change in forest health and of the distribution of the weevil have become essential. Specifically,
more predictive and comprehensive models are required to explain the spatial dynamics of pest and host
interactions more holistically. The acquisition of information on forest health in South Africa is largely dependent
on manual labour which is time consuming, not economical and liable to subjectivity. Alternatively, remote sensing
techniques have proven to be more consistent, objective and economically sound. Thus remote sensing offers
the potential for early detection and monitoring of pest outbreaks, thereby ensuring that ecological integrity
is sustained through timely interventions. Although much work has been conducted on commercial forest
plantations to date, no research has used remote sensing to detect and map Eucalyptus species infested by the
weevil Gonipterus scutellatus under changing climatic conditions. This research therefore aims to develop remote
sensing‑based monitoring techniques to facilitate a concerted effort to elucidate the dynamics of the weevil so
that precautionary measures can be implemented.
Key words: Climate change; remote sensing; Eucalyptus species; Gonipterus scutellatus; defoliation
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Developing and assessing a multitemporal framework of Worldview-2
imagery to map tree species at crown scale in the Lowveld region
Sabelo Madonsela
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Onisimo Mutanga and Renaud Matheiu
E-mail: 208506831@stu.ukzn.ac.za
Regular mapping of savannah biodiversity is critical in order to monitor changes and ensure that the use of
resources remain within the resilience limits of the ecosystem. The current trend where trees below 4 metres show
shrinkage due to exposure to long-term fires in protected areas and clearing in communal lands, raises concerns
about the long-term recruitment of woody species and the ability of the ecosystem to maintain itself over time.
This study will exploit the utility of Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA) for mapping savannah biodiversity.
Despite the co-occurrence of contrasting life forms, this study limits its focus to common woody tree species
and some shrubby tree species such as Dichrostachys cerecea with crown diameter greater than 2 m. The main
objective of the study is to assess the relative importance of multi-phenological information in species mapping
given the VHR and band-rich visible-NIR regions of Worldview-2 images. This study investigates the potential
methods in which Worldview-2 data can be used for maximum mapping accuracy. The multi-phenological
approach and OBIA are innovative aspects of the research.
Key words: Ecosystem; OBIA; Worldview-2 image; savannah biodiversity; Dichrostachys cerecea

Land cover classification in a heterogeneous ecosystem: Testing the
performance of different multispectral remotely sensed data with
selected machine learning algorithms
Khule Nyamboti
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Prof. O Mutanga
E-mail: kuhlecuba@yahoo.com
Land cover information has been identified as one of the most crucial data components needed for environmental
monitoring and natural resource management. Remote sensing is a useful tool in providing current and reliable
information on existing land cover. Researchers have encouraged the use of sensors with high spatial resolution as
they reduce the mixed pixel problem common to medium and coarse resolution data. Technological advancement
in remote sensing technology have resulted in multispectral sensors acquiring high resolution data in five
(RapidEye) and eight (Worldview-2) spectral bands respectively. The combination of high resolution data and
machine learning classifiers has the potential to generate land cover maps with a greater degree of detail. Hence,
this study seeks to combine high resolution data sets and advanced classification algorithms for land cover
mapping in a complex environment. The present study also seeks to compare which of the selected machine
learning algorithms (i.e. Random Forests or Support Vector Machines) is best suited for classifying land cover in a
heterogeneous environment with diverse land cover categories.
Key words: Land cover; remote sensing; classification; machine learning algorithms; high resolution data
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Remote sensing of invasive alien plants: The identification and remote
detection of Solanum mauritianum (bugweed) infestations in relation to
commercial forestry production
Kabir Yunus Peerbhay
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Onisimo Mutanga
E-mail: 206520094@stu.ukzn.ac.za
Indigenous to South America, Solanum mauritianum (bugweed) has become one of the world’s most important
invasive weeds especially in Africa. It is recognised as one of the five most aggressive, opportunistic and
extremely resilient plant invasive species and has become naturalised in South Africa. Bugweed has the ability
to effectively capture available natural resources in commercial forest plantations, suppress growth and
displace surrounding vegetation through overcrowding and shading. These inherent qualities of bugweed may,
in the long term, reduce timber volumes, hinder forest yield and in turn impact on tree structural attributes.
Bugweed invasions may substantially propagate with changes in regional and global climate phenomena such
as increases in nitrogen deposition, atmospheric carbon dioxide, temperature and variability in rainfall which all
favour bugweed growth. In order to monitor and respond to the spread of this invasive species, forest managers
require automated maps that are both operationally accurate and cost-effective. The accurate and timely
mapping of bugweed in commercial forests may assist in optimising resource allocation and assist with locating
and controlling small infestations before they grow too large to be effectively eradicated. Remote sensing
technologies offer a synoptically rapid alternative to conventional field-based methods, providing a source of
obtaining data from broad spatial extents. This research aims to model the distribution of Solanum mauritianum
and to quantify the severity of infestations in commercial forest plantations using remotely sensed information.
Key words: Alien invasive species; commercial forestry; remote sensing; geographic information systems;
Climate change

Patterns, mechanisms, and implications of Acacia karroo encroachment
across an aridity gradient in the Eastern Cape
Andrew Skownow
Rhodes University
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Brad Ripley
E-mail: drew@sa.wild.org
Bush encroachment is a well described phenomenon in South Africa which occurs at mesic and arid sites. There
is reasonable consensus that key drivers of bush encroachment in mesic areas of South Africa are increased
atmospheric CO2 and changes in disturbance regimes, particularly fire and herbivory. In arid areas where fire is
not a factor, the drivers of bush encroachment are less clear, but herbivory, moisture availability and nutrient
availability have been identified as other factors. Comparison of arid and mesic sites is often complicated by
significant changes in ecosystem structure and function. In the Smaldeel region of the Eastern Cape, climate, soils,
topography and vegetation composition remain relatively consistent across a 400 mm—800 mm MAP gradient,
making it an ideal region to compare and contrast the patterns and mechanisms of bush encroachment across
an aridity gradient, with both local and global drivers playing a role. The aim of the study is to investigate why
Acacia karroo is encroaching so successfully along such a wide rainfall gradient and how the mechanisms of
encroachment may vary between arid and mesic sites. Factors such as moisture availability, browsing pressure,
CO2 and fire will be comparatively studied for both mesic and arid sites.
Key words: Bush encroachment; CO2; fertilisation; savannah; fire; herbivory
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The changing nature of public open space in South African cities and towns
Dumisani Nqobile Ndaba
University of Pretoria
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Karina Landman
E-mail: dumisanindaba@ymail.com
The last 20 years have brought about significant changes in the nature, type and use
of public open space within South African cities. These public spaces include open spaces such as parks and
other recreational spaces and hard open spaces such as squares and streets. Part of the change is due to a
trend towards the privatisation of urban space through different types of urban developments, such as gated
communities and shopping malls. Many of these developments are justified due to high levels of crime and the
fear of crime in the country. However, a number of urbanists have discussed the important role of and access
to well-developed public and open spaces to enhance the level of diversity and increase social and economic
opportunities in cities (Gehl, 1987; Carmona, 2010a & b; Talen, 2008). Given this, it is important to understand
the changing nature and function of urban spaces in South African cities and the implications thereof for future
urban planning and design in terms of the promotion of greater diversity and access to opportunities for all urban
residents.
The purpose of the study is to 1) determine how the public spaces within a section of Pietermaritzburg have
changed in the past 10—15 years; 2) what the key drivers are that have influenced the transformation of these
spaces; and 3) what the implications are for urban planning and design in the city/town in terms of the promotion
of greater diversity and access to opportunities for all urban residents. The study methods will include an
historical and spatial analysis of selected public spaces in a specific part of Pietermaritzburg to understand the
changing nature and function of open spaces within the geographically defined area by making use of older and
more contemporary maps, town plans and photographs. It will also be necessary to conduct a few semi-structured
interviews with willing participants in some of these open spaces to obtain further information about the way in
which the nature of the space meets the needs of people in the built environment and allows them to perform
their daily activities.
Key words: Sustainable neighbourhoods; public open spaces; urban planning; city design; diversity

Modelling the potential influence of land cover changes on hydroclimatology of southern Africa
Philip Oguntunde
University of Cape Town
Degree: Post-doctorate
Supervisor: Dr Babetunde J Abiodun
E-mail: poguntunde@yahoo.com
Large-scale human activities that modify land cover, which are common in Africa, are expected to significantly
influence regional climate and surface hydrology. Currently, it is not clear how land-use changes will feed back on
climate variables as precipitation and runoff. This study aims to investigate the effects of global environmental
change on the hydro-climatology of southern Africa. The first objective is to provide a comprehensive
understanding of factors affecting the regional climate under different land cover scenarios. The second is to carry
out a regional analysis of the climate change impact on river basin hydrology. The effect of land cover scenarios
on the regional hydrological cycle will be diagnosed using four dimensionless indices: (i) precipitation efficiency
(ii) moisturing efficiency (iii) recycling ratio and (iv) feedback ratio. The differences between control run and the
respective hypothetical land cover runs will be quantified to evaluate the impact of extreme land-use change on
regional climate and water systems. This research will contribute to capacity building and the growing database of
climate research in South Africa, as well as improve the links between Climate Change Science and policymaking
to enable adaptation planning and action.
Keyword: Land-use changes; river basin hydrology; regional hydrological cycle; climate; hydro-climatology
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Theme 6:
Marine Coastal and Estuarine Ecosystems
The marine environment influences climate, weather and rainfall patterns on land through its
storage and transmission of heat to the atmosphere, generating wind, storms and rain, as well as
through more complex biogeochemical processes. These in turn feed back to the ocean and food
chains leading to fish and fisheries and all the other ecosystem services provided by the sea as a
source of food, transport, mineral extraction and recreation. In Theme 6 we deal with observing
the seasonal cycle and changes in that cycle from year-to-year on short timescales up to the
decadal scale, compared to the long timescale of Theme 7. We also study the links between the
ocean component of the Earth System and the terrestrial and atmospheric components.
The specific aims of ACCESS Theme 6 are to develop an understanding of how marine, coastal
and estuarine ecosystems in southern Africa are influenced by climate variability and change, and
the feedback and interactions with the larger global Earth System and global change pressures.
This understanding is required to ensure communities reliant on marine, coastal and estuarine
goods and services can effectively plan for environmental change.
Key scientific questions include:
i.

How do large-scale meteorological and ocean forcing mechanisms influence nearshore
circulation patterns and their impact on associated biological processes?
ii. What are the likely consequences in coastal ecosystems of changes in shelf-edge fluxes
associated with possible climatic change in large-scale ocean circulation and large-scale
atmospheric forcing and how will this affect the provision of ecosystem services by these
systems?
iii. What are the likely consequences of change in sea level, wave climate, storminess and
atmospheric conditions in coastal and estuarine ecosystems?
iv. What are the likely consequences of changes in the freshwater and associated nutrient and
sediment fluxes into coastal ecosystems and ecosystem connectivity due to both climate
change and anthropogenic influences, and how will this affect the provision of ecosystem
services by these systems?
v. How do marine environments in the southern African region vary with respect to
biogeochemistry, ocean acidification and productivity? How might changes in temperature,
currents, upwelling events, sea level and ocean acidification influence marine assemblages,
coral reef systems and the geographic range of species?
vi. What are the causes/drivers of the observed (and often synchronous) shifts in spatial
distributions of some of South Africa’s key living marine resources, and how do these changes
interact with the ecosystem and the industries (fisheries, ecotourism) that rely on the
ecosystem under change?
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Genetic connectivity of sandy beach ecosystems
Karien Bezuidenhout
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Ronel Nel
E-mail: 200308971@live.nmmu.ac.za
Sandy beaches harbour unique and endemic species, while also providing vital ecological
services such as nutrient recycling, water filtration, and nesting and nursery areas. However, these ecosystems
are typically understudied compared to other habitats. Variations in climate phenomenon pose a continuous
threat to beaches due to increases in sea level which are expected to result in habitat fragmentation and loss.
The implications of these impacts on beach communities are not well understood as yet, but the resilience of
species is at least partially dependant on connectivity among subpopulations. Consequently, a loss of connectivity
is expected to diminish species’ resilience. The objective of this study is to develop a paradigm for beach
connectivity in order to aid conservation and management of beach ecosystems. This study will evaluate the
role of (i) biogeography, (ii) across-shore position and (iii) life history (i.e. direct developers vs. larval dispersers)
in facilitating connectivity among populations in a suite of beach species. Mitochondrial (CO1) and nuclear (e.g.
18S) DNA will be sequenced and analysed to determine the genetic differentiation among populations within and
between treatments. It is hypothesised that gene flow between bioregions may be higher in species with a larval
phase than in direct developers. Species occurring at the high-shore position on the beach are expected to show
superior genetic differentiation and adaptation to those occurring on the low-shore, regardless of life history.
Previous genetic studies on sandy beach fauna have been conducted on single species, often employing genetic
techniques with lower analytical power. In contrast, the present study will assess multiple species and gene loci
simultaneously to increase analytical power.
Key words: Connectivity; dispersal; gene flow; genetics; sandy beach

An economic value of the coral reefs of the South West Indian Ocean
Stuart Cameron
Oceanographic Research Institute, University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Spence Laing and Michael Schleyer
E-mail: stulaing@gmail.com
Reefs are economically important to coastal communities, both for food security and
ecotourism. Tropical and subtropical reefs are susceptible to multiple impacts from climate change and ocean
acidification (e.g. coral bleaching, reduced accretion, reduction in biodiversity, and diminished shoreline protection
from storm surges). Consequently, coral reef valuations are of increasing importance to quantify potential losses
due to poor management and usage practices, as well as failure to mitigate anthropogenic reef stresses.
The proposed study will value the coral reefs of the southern African coastline (South Africa and Mozambique)
with regards to direct and indirect use, and ecological goods and services. Geographically, usage ranges from
recreational use to livelihood-dependent resource use. The coral reefs themselves change from accretive, patch
reefs to fringing reefs, in turn changing some of the ecological services that they offer coastal communities. This
research will assess dependence on the reefs in the different usage categories, how these categories can be
quantified, and how the data collecting/interview process can educate the users of the coral reefs.
The ecological services that the coral reefs provide will also be investigated and valued with a view to providing
insight into the importance and value of the reefs in their natural state. Choice experiments will assess how
users value perceived changes in environmental conditions. Additional choice experiments will be used to value
differing management approaches within the subsistence user communities, thereby assisting in future policy
development with regard to user preferences. The economic effects of climate change impacts will be considered
and compared between the regions. The final product will be a usage model that can be presented to managers
of marine areas to illustrate the trade-offs between different management options and decisions. A GIS database
with layers indicating different resource use and intensity will be used to illustrate the status quo and thus the
rationale behind the current status of the various coral reefs.
Key words: Coral reef; choice experiments; travel cost; economic value; resource use
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Interactive effects of pH, temperature and exposure period on native and
invasive mussels in the Western Cape
Martin P Emanuel
University of Cape Town
Degree: Masters
Supervisors: Dr Deena Pillay and Dr M van der Merwe
E-mail: martinp.emanuel@yahoo.com
Ocean acidification due to an increase in anthropogenic carbon dioxide in the atmosphere directly impacts
on shell integrity and growth in marine calcifying organisms. Shell production is metabolically costly and may
indirectly affect somatic growth in bivalves. Native and invasive mussels have mixed compensatory mechanisms
which allow them to maintain their specific life history strategies under short-term exposure to climate change
variables. Listed in order of decreasing shell thickness, we compared shell dissolution, shell growth, shell
failure load and condition index in native (Aulacomya ater, Choromytilus meridionalis) and invasive (Mytilus
galloprovincialis, Semimytilus algosus) mussels found in the Western Cape of South Africa. The aim of this study
is to determine the coupled effects of pH, temperature and exposure period on the performance of mussels of
varying shell thicknesses in the Western Cape coastal waters.
Key words: Ocean acidification; temperature; mussels; dissolution; metabolism

Phytoplankton community structure determined by coupled remote
sensing and in situ optical methods
Hayley Evers-King
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Stewart Bernard
E-mail: hayleyeversking@gmail.com
As a coastal upwelling system, the southern Benguela is highly productive, with frequent high biomass blooms of
both single and multiple phytoplankton species. Whilst this productivity is vital for supporting fisheries resources,
harmful algal blooms (HAB) pose both economic and health risks for marine resource use. Understanding the
temporal and spatial variability of these phenomena in the context of inter-annual climatic forcing requires novel
combinations of oceanographic measurement and modelling techniques. Satellite-derived ocean colour data
provides information on phytoplankton communities at unprecedented temporal and spatial scales suitable for
investigating the variability and causes of phytoplankton blooms in this dynamic region. However, there exist
high levels of uncertainty surrounding the use of ocean colour products in coastal, high biomass regions like
the Benguela. This study aims to use a semi-analytical bio-optical algorithm as a validating tool. The algorithm
approach incorporates the effects of phytoplankton cell size on optical properties and can be used to inversely
derive an algal size parameter for HAB monitoring applications. Sensitivity analysis is used to determine the
impact of model parameterisations and radiative transfer assumptions on resultant reflectance inversions.
Comparison to in situ radiometric data and biogeochemical measurements confirms the suitability of this
algorithm for detecting the full range of biomass associated with HAB in St Helena Bay. A time series of satellite
ocean colour data is processed. Algorithm output is compared to in situ data and other satellite products across
the event, seasonal and inter-annual scales of bloom dynamics for the region.
Key words: Benguela; ocean colour remote sensing; harmful algal blooms; phytoplankton; algorithm
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A decadal hydrographic study from Cape Town to Antarctica along the
Goodhope Transect
Christopher Jacobs
University of Cape Town
Degree: MSc
Supervisors: Isabelle Ansorge, Matheiu Rouault
E-mail: jcbchr007@myuct.ac.za
The Goodhope (GH) transect between Cape Town and Antarctica was established in 2004 as a monitoring line
for the central south east Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean (SO). This thesis will present the first decadal
study along the GH transect with focus on the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and its associated frontal
systems using in situ data. A key objective will be the investigation of the flows between the frontal systems with
secondary objectives being focused on the water masses within the SO, their relative movement and positions
over the last decade. Statistical analysis of the data will provide insight into any seasonal, annual and decadal
signals which may affect the frontal positions and by extension, the position of the ACC and the ventilation
processes in the upper water masses/thermal layer.
Key words: Goodhope transect; decadal; Antarctic Circumpolar Current; frontal system variability; water masses

Bio-optical remote sensing techniques for monitoring water quality and
cyanobacterial algal blooms in some South African impoundments
Mark Matthews
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisors: Stewart Bernard and Arnold Dekker
E-mail: MTTMAR017@myuct.ac.za
Remote sensing has been used increasingly for monitoring water quality and algal blooms in freshwater lakes
of the world. There has been much attention in both the scientific community and in the media to the declining
water quality due to pollution and eutrophication in many of South Africa’s water supplying reservoirs. This is
exacerbated by the appearance of harmful algal blooms (HABs) attributed to species of cyanobacterial algae
which produce harmful toxins. These toxins have been associated with fatal diseases affecting humans such as
liver cancer. There is therefore a need for information products that monitor the occurrence of such blooms and
for the development of techniques to manage their effects.
The development of atmosphere-coupled bio-optical models that model the spectral behaviour of light in water
is imperative for operationalisation of these technologies, as this provides the physical basis for the derivation of
water quality products from the remote sensing signal. This research thesis will use methods for the examination
and characterisation of the bio-optical properties, including phytoplankton, suspended sediments, and yellow
substances, of some of South Africa’s potable freshwater supply impoundments. In situ, near real-time data
on the bio-optical properties of lakes will ideally be provided from a mooring of buoys at key study sites. The
characterisation of the atmospheric aerosol properties will be aided by real-time data. Remote sensing data with
sufficient resolution for inland water quality monitoring is available from the European Space Agency’s MERIS.
The thesis will develop site-specific bio-optical models with analytical algorithms which simultaneously derive
atmospheric properties and water quality constituent concentrations. This will enable the production of valuable
water quality products for management purposes. An algorithm for the detection of the cyanobacterial accessory
pigment, phycocyanin, will also be tested and developed.
Key words: South Africa; water quality; cyanobacteria; remote sensing; bio-optical modelling
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The physical environment of foraging seabirds along the South African
coastline
Tshikana Rasehlomi
University of Cape Town
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Mathieu Rouault
E-mail: rasehlomitp@yahoo.com
Oceanography plays an important role in the pelagic distribution of marine organisms at lower trophic levels
and thus has important effects on the availability of food resources for apex marine predators like seabirds.
Oceanographic features such as eddies, fronts and coastal upwelling systems are dynamic marine habitats that
provide foraging areas for seabirds. In these dynamic marine environments, seabirds concentrate their foraging
efforts because of enhanced productivity. To understand the extent of primary productivity around these oceanic
features, this study will make use of MODIS and SeaWiFS for chlorophyll concentration.
Seabirds are known to integrate oceanic environmental variability over temporal and spatial scales. However, to
understand the temporal aspects of these dynamic oceanographic features, the study will make use of Pathfinder
and MODIS estimates of daily sea surface temperature (SST). Seabirds often forage in areas of reduced visibility,
therefore this study will make use of TRMM SST to address the issue of cloudy conditions. To explain the physical
conditions associated with enriched oceanographic features, the study will use absolute geostrophic velocities
and sea surface height (SSH) from AVISO. Finally, the study will investigate the inter-annual ocean variability and
characterise these foraging areas in terms of warm/cold years, ENSO years and Southern Annular Mode (SAM)
positive or negative years.
Key words: Seabirds; foraging; productivity; eddies; upwelling

Use of high resolution ocean colour imagery and spectral reflectance
classification algorithms to map the productivity and water quality of
bays and estuaries in southern Africa
Marié Elizabeth Smith
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Stewart Bernard and Jennifer Veitch
E-mail: ocean.chiq@gmail.com
Remote sensing has been used increasingly for monitoring water quality and algal blooms. Ocean colour remote
sensing allows mapping over unequalled spatial and temporal scales suitable for the observations of long-term
trends in the productivity of sensitive coastal systems related to environmental changes. The Medium Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) is well suited for this as it has a high spatial resolution of 300 m (full resolution/
FR data) suitable wavebands and the appropriate radiometric sensitivity. Although real-time data from this sensor
is no longer available (since April 2012), a 10-year archive of ocean colour data can be used for the study of
environmental changes and algorithm development, to be applied to future ocean colour sensors
(e.g. OLCI on Sentinel 3).
Estuaries are transition zones between inland and oceanic waters with unique characteristics. Dissolved
substances from rivers can increase the productivity of the water; light limitation from the suspended sediments
can inhibit phytoplankton growth; and varying salinity gradients can also influence the type and productivity
of phytoplankton. A dynamic classification scheme to classify waters based on their spectral reflectance
characteristics and bio-optical signatures could quantify this variability. Appropriate algorithms for different
water classes can then be applied with the use of fuzzy logic (IOCCG, 2009) to blend products and avoid the
spatial discontinuities that occur using hard classification schemes. The variable bio-optical nature of our coastal
waters offers a prime example for the application of dynamic classification schemes. Bi-monthly data collection
in Saldanha Bay, as well dedicated fieldtrips to Algoa Bay, are planned for 2012. Spectral classification algorithms
will be developed with the use of in situ reflectance data that has been collected over the past eight years around
South Africa. Supplementary synthetic datasets created by Hydrolight can also be included. Algorithms can then
be applied to the 10-year MERIS full resolution data for time series analysis.
Key words: Remote sensing; ocean colour; spectral reflectance algorithms; coastal zone; bays and estuaries
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Indicators of Change: Habitat boundaries between salt marshes and
terrestrial vegetation
Dmitri Veldkornet
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Janine Adams
E-mail: dimitri.veldkornet@nmmu.ac.za
Estuaries are high-productivity coastal habitats with unique biological diversity and economic value. These
systems, by virtue of their coastal location, are likely to be influenced by environmental change over time.
Predicted effects of climate change on South African estuaries include sea level rise, coastal storms, and
associated increases in temperature, modification in mouth condition and sediment regimes, salinity and nutrient
pulses. From a botanical perspective, climate change is expected to reduce biodiversity, influence species
distribution, zonation and interspecific interactions. In particular, ecosystems with distinct zonation, such as salt
marshes, are expected to be detrimentally affected by climate-driven shifts. The aim of this research is to predict
responses of estuary macrophyte habitats to climate change.
Estuarine macrophytes provide habitat to a diversity of faunal species and protect nearby coastal developments
against flooding; however, they are difficult to study due to similarities in morphology and niche. This study aims
for an improved database of macrophyte species distribution by mapping select estuaries. Phylogeographic
breaks (ocean currents, temperature and rainfall) that coincide with biogeographic disjunctions can also be used
to determine processes central to the maintenance of biological diversity and how species are likely to respond
to global change. Furthermore, the landward margins of estuaries need to be determined or updated. These
boundaries serve as a sensitive indicator of biotic and abiotic changes, but are frequently the location for housing,
infrastructure and industrial development, preventing the landward movement of salt marshes.
Distributional models will be produced that will aid in genetic-, species-, habitat-, and biogeographical-based
conservation and provide appropriate adaptive strategies for management.
Key words: Delineation; connectivity; biodiversity; phylogeography; estuaries

Coastal climate change and variability in southern Africa
Xolisa Dlomo
University of Cape Town
Degree: Masters
Supervisor: Mathieu Rouault
E-mail: DLMXOL007@myuct.ac.za
Sea surface temperature (SST) fluctuations and changes were analysed at monthly scale
for the 1982—2012 period around southern Africa. There is a negative decadal trend of up to 0.5°C on the western
coast of South Africa. The cooling was also perceived along the south coast near Port Elizabeth/Port Alfred. This
cooling is due to an increase in south-easterly and easterly winds in relevant latitudes and longitudes which is
favourable for upwelling. The Port Alfred dynamic upwelling might also have been influenced by the intensification
of the Agulhas Current. This study aims to analyse pervious sea surface temperature so as to understand the
connectivity between decadal cooling and climate change. Analysis of longer periods as far back as 1870, using
the SST data set (HadISST), was performed to verify whether the decadal cooling observed in the last 30 years is
a decadal variability or the cooling is due to climate change.
Key words: SST; south-easterly wind; cooling; upwelling; latitude and longitude
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Coral reproduction on the high-latitude reefs of South Africa:
Current dynamics and predicted responses to changes associated
with climate change
Justin Hart
Oceanographic Research Institute, University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Mike Schleyer
E-mail: jhart@ori.org.za
Coral communities along the high-energy east coast reefs of KwaZulu-Natal constitute the southernmost
distribution of this fauna in Africa. In contrast to their accretive tropical counterparts, conditions on these
high‑latitude reefs are marginal for coral growth and reefs are exposed to storms which render them susceptible
to physical disturbance. The introduction of new coral recruits by sexual reproduction is thus expected to play a
pivotal role in the maintenance and resilience of these coral communities, but is relatively understudied. Of further
concern is the negative impact that predicted climate change, involving increasing sea temperatures and ocean
acidification, could have on coral reproduction on these reefs. This study aims to monitor and relate reproduction
in three scleractinian corals, Hydnophora exesa, Pocillopora verrucosa and Porites lutea, found on Two-mile Reef
to environmental parameters which have been shown to influence coral reproduction elsewhere. In addition, the
influence of increasing sea temperature and ocean acidification on their reproductive dynamics will be compared.
This study thus will contribute to an understanding of coral reproduction on the high latitude reefs of South
Africa, as well as to a global understanding of the predicted effects of climate change on coral communities.
Key words: Coral spawning; planulae; recruitment; ocean acidification; Sodwana Bay

Systematics of South African sea urchins
Zoleka Filander
University of Cape Town
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Charles Griffiths
E-mail: zfilander@gmail.com
This dissertation forms part of a larger programme, run by Prof. Charles Griffiths, that
aims to revise the taxonomy of the South African Echinoderm fauna. This specific project deals with Echinoids
(sea urchins) which is one of the Echinoderm classes and which were last reviewed in 1976. Since then, large
numbers of specimens have been collected by communities at large, but unfortunately remain unidentified
in the collections of the Iziko South African Museum. The aims of the project are therefore to classify these
unidentified samples with a view to better characterising the Southern African Echinoderm fauna. To achieve this,
specimens will be identified and data will be added to an Echinoids database. Any newly discovered Echinoid
species or species recorded for the first time in the region will be described. Other than the new descriptions,
the main products include a paper analysing the geographic and depth distribution of the fauna and a regional
identification field guide. This will include photographic illustrations and will, for the first time, make it possible for
non-specialists to accurately identify local Echinoids.
Key words: Identification; sea urchins; biogeographic regions
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Theme 7:
Past, Present and Future of Southern African Regional Earth Systems
It is increasingly clear that the Earth System — the coupled atmosphere, oceans, land, freshwater and ice
components, with human systems embedded in them — operates as a whole, and needs to be studied
as such. At the same time, key Earth System processes often have a regional origin and the outcomes of
global processes are regionally differentiated. This proposal sets out to address a small set of globally
critical questions for which South Africa is well positioned to provide answers, and in the process to
develop our capacity to understand and respond to the large-scale, human-induced changes that are
taking place in the coupled elemental, energy and climate systems of the world.
South Africa occupies a unique position in several respects. Southern Africa is the tip of a continental
finger, separating the Indian and Atlantic basins, and extending towards the Southern Ocean and
Antarctica. This location determines our climate — arid on the west, moist on the east, highly variable
throughout — and also provides opportunities for research. The coastal and interior gradients provide
proxies for past and future climates. The Agulhas Retroflection off our southern coast is a giant valve,
controlling the exchange of heat and salinity between two of the three major ocean basins. We are one
of only three major springboards for research in the Southern Ocean and Antarctica — critical to the
global carbon cycle and climate. South Africa is the leading scientific nation in Africa, with the expertise,
incentive and local knowledge to influence the development trajectory that the continent is about to
embark upon.
We have selected carbon — as constrained by the water, nitrogen, iron and other elemental cycles — as
a unifying theme in the research programme. Carbon is a shared currency of both life and the human
economy. Our work will both inform negotiations on a safe future pathway for society globally, and
underpin more local and immediate concerns such as land and ocean productivity, regional climate
change, water resources and the avoidance of pollution. The proposal has interdependent observational,
experimental and modelling elements. It builds on platforms such as the Polar Research Programme
and the Centre for High Performance Computing and will substantially grow and extend our existing
capacity in ecosystems research and management. There are important links between the programme
proposed here and other GCGC themes — notably those on water resources, impacts and adaptation
on land. The proposal is a collaboration between several universities and the CSIR to help transform
the advanced numerical and analytical skills landscape in South Africa through Earth Systems Science
Research.
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Impacts of climate change on the attributes of cumulus convection over
the eastern escarpment of South Africa
Zane Dedekind
North-West University
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Francois Engelbrecht and Roelof Burger
Email: zane.dedekind@gmail.com
The southern African region is thought to be highly vulnerable to anthropogenically-induced climate change.
Global climate models (CGCMs) project that the region will become generally drier and warm rapidly, increasing
the likelihood of dry spells and heat waves. Against this background of a drier and significantly warmer climate,
insight into the future water security of the southern African region is vital. Water obtained from the Lesotho
Drakensberg region is important to South Africa’s water security and continued industrial growth. Changes in the
occurrence of convective rainfall over the eastern escarpment may have far-reaching consequence. An increase
in convective rainfall events may be associated with increases in the frequency of cloud-to-ground lightning, flash
floods and damaging winds over the region, impacting on socio-economic infrastructures.
Although CGCMs project generally drier climate futures for the southern African region, some regional climate
model (RCM) projections suggest an increase in convective rainfall over the Lesotho Drakensberg region.
However, both CGCMs and RCMs over this region are known to contain some systematic errors. This study
will use multi‑decadal simulations of southern African climate (for the period 1961—2011), obtained from
the Conformal‑Cubic Atmospheric Model (CCAM). The CCAM simulations will include global simulations at
relatively low resolution, as well as high resolution stretched-grid simulations over the eastern escarpment
areas. The impact of resolution on the model’s ability to replicate the attributes of convection over the region
will be investigated. After evaluating model biases, projected changes in convective rainfall, under conditions
of enhanced anthropogenic forcing, will be analysed. Plausible rainfall futures will then be constructed for the
eastern escarpment area, with particular emphasis on the Lesotho Drakensberg region.
Key words: Convection; RCM; CCAM; climate change; rainfall simulations

Capturing baseline vegetation data, including an assessment of plant
sensitivity to enhanced acidity in the Waterberg
Belinda Flood
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Mary Scholes
Email: bel373@hotmail.com
Global environmental change due to anthropogenic activity results in alterations to earth’s biogeochemical cycles.
This study focuses on nitrogen and sulphur deposition, which result in acidification of ecosystems. Alterations
to these processes will have an effect on the diversity of the vegetation; moreover, little is known about the
long‑term impacts on the vegetation structure and composition. In order for long-term future studies to assess
these impacts, baseline vegetation data needs to be collected before the operation of the Medupi Power Station,
which is currently being built. This research will form part of an integrated study in the Waterberg area to assess
the future impacts of acidic deposition from power stations currently under construction.
The study will be done in two parts, namely 1) a vegetation diversity study and 2) plant sensitivity to enhanced
acidity. The vegetation diversity study will take place along a transect in the Waterberg area, taking into account
impacted areas downwind of the operational Matimba Power Station and less impacted areas. The effects of
nitrogen and sulphur deposition on four vegetation species will be determined in an experiment conducted in the
greenhouse at the University of the Witwatersrand.
Key words: Medupi; power station; nitrogen; acidification; biodiversity
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Resolving the inter-annual variability of the flux of CO2 in the Southern
Ocean: a comparison of empirical models
Luke Gregor
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Pedro Monteiro and Howard Waldron
Email: luke.gregor@outlook.com
A great deal of uncertainty surrounds the inter-annual carbon dioxide (CO2) flux of the Southern Ocean as it
is poorly constrained by observation. Remote-sensed data may provide a solution to the lack of observations;
however, the partial pressure of CO2 in the surface ocean (pCO2) cannot be measured directly. Our current
knowledge of the driving mechanisms of pCO2 is incomplete and we are not able to deterministically model
surface pCO2 from remote-sensed parameters. Empirical modelling methods can reconstruct pCO2 without a
mechanistic understanding of the system. This dissertation aims to test empirical models to reduce the mean
annual uncertainty such that it will be possible to determine the inter-annual fluxes of CO2 in the Southern Ocean.
Previous studies have used multi-linear regression and artificial neural networks to estimate pCO2. This study will
investigate and compare an alternate method, kriging. Kriging is an interpolation method suited for sparse data
sets, making this method well suited to the Southern Ocean. The output of a coupled biogeochemical ocean
model will be used as a testing platform to the accuracy of the empirical models. The empirical methods will
then be used to create maps of inter-annual variability of pCO2 for the Southern Ocean using satellite data. The
errors of pCO2 estimates will provide information on the gaps in our current datasets — i.e. where is Southern
Ocean pCCO2 poorly constrained both spatially and temporally. Kriging will be used to minimise these errors by
designing optimal sampling regimes for modern sampling platforms, namely ocean and wave gliders.
Key words: CO2; Southern Ocean; kriging; artificial neural network; biogeochemical modelling

Past and present effects of ocean acidification on a South African coral
reef and associated bioclastic sediment
Stephanie Vivien Hayman
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Michael Schleyer, Fiona Mackay and Andrew Green
Email: stephaniehayman.23@gmail.com
As calcifying marine organisms have survived past climate changes, they provide valuable insight into the
consequences of these events. Palaeo-environmental records can be extracted from these organisms and used as
a comparison to assess present day climate change. Benthic foraminiferal assemblages are used as bioindicators
for global change events within the geological record. Large benthic foraminifera (LBF) are particularly
important as non-coral indicators to assess how coral reefs will respond to an increase in atmospheric CO2 and
a concomitant decrease in seawater pH. This research will, therefore, provide a better understanding of the
relationship between anthropogenically produced CO2 and its consequences for marine calcifiers and associated
biological communities.
A habitat study will provide information on the present day foraminiferal assemblages on the reef rubble and
sediment of Two-mile Reef at Sodwana Bay. The present-day environmental situation will be gauged by measuring
the prevailing water chemistry of the reef. Three core samples of bioclastic sediment adjacent to Two-mile Reef
will provide palaeorecords of foraminiferal abundances together with grain size and total carbonate content.
Through the results obtained from the habitat comparison, an indicator species will be identified and used in
Ocean Acidification (OA) experiments. Control units and culture chambers will be used to simulate various OA
and temperature levels. The effect of these treatments on the calcification and growth in LBF will be evaluated.
By integrating the response of calcifying marine organisms to varying pH and aragonite saturation states within
the research aquarium and through analysis of the cores, the effects of a continuing decrease in the ocean’s pH on
forams will be evaluated.
Key words: Palaeoclimatology; climate change; ocean acidification; foraminifera; Sodwana Bay
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Health in Waterberg up in smoke?
Adela Itzkin
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Mary Scholes
Email: adikind@gmail.com
Air pollution comprises indoor pollution and outdoor pollution. Indoor pollution typically
comes from activities such as burning coal, wood and paraffin for heating, cooking and lighting, which mainly
affects poor communities in developing countries. Industrial activity, specifically coal power generation, is a
substantial driver of outdoor pollution in both the developed and developing world. Concerns about high levels
of existing and projected future air pollution in the Waterberg, where 46% of South Africa’s coal deposits are
located, have resulted in its 2012 declaration as a National Priority Area (NPA). This places the responsibility
of air pollution monitoring and control with national government. Air pollution has perceived and real impacts
on human health, which may not be equally distributed among all members of society. The distribution of air
pollution‑related perceptions and impacts is necessary to inform government’s management policies.
This study will include the collection of self-reported respiratory-related health outcomes using surveys among
different segments of society, which can be linked to air quality and other factors, and used to identify possible
modes of intervention, including policies, within the Waterberg NPA.
Key words: Waterberg; air quality; health; perceptions; scenarios

The effect of meso-scale circulation dynamics in the eastern Weddell
Gyre on seasonal CO2 fluxes
Nomkwezane Sanny Kobo
University of Cape Town
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Pedro Monteiro
Email: nomkwezane.kobo@gmail.com
The Weddell Sea is in the Southern Ocean and is typical of the Antarctic region. Seasonal growth and melt of sea
ice extent characterises the region, affecting the physics and productivity. Maximum sea ice extent occurs from
winter to early spring. However, studies have reported the occasional presence of a persistent stretch of open
water in the sea ice cover of the eastern Weddell Sea, these features are broadly known as polynyas.
The polynyas in the eastern Weddell Sea occurred in the neighbourhood of the Maud Rise — a large seamount in
the Southern Ocean. Evidence suggests that interaction of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current with the topography
makes the eastern Weddell Sea a dynamic and variable region. More specifically, upwelling of circumpolar deep
waters, also known as warm deep waters (WDW), which are relatively warm in temperature, may contribute to
early break-up of sea ice. However, the upwelled WDW is also naturally high in carbon dioxide (CO2). Current
studies show that seasonal sea ice cover prevents out-gassing of CO2 from these waters, which during ice melt is
assimilated rapidly by biological CO2 drawdown, resulting in a summertime CO2 sink.
It is known that upwelling of WDW plays an important role in the biogeochemistry of the eastern Weddell Sea,
particularly during the melt phase in spring and summer. However, reduced sea ice coverage during winter in
the Maud Rise region makes CO2 fluxes more complex due to different contributing factors. In this study we will
assess the impact of the meso-scale circulation dynamics on the inter-annual variability of the seasonal cycle of
sea ice, mixed layer physics, productivity and consequently CO2 fluxes in the eastern Weddell Gyre.
Key words: Southern Ocean; Maud Rise; sea ice; CO2; meso-scale dynamics
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Dynamics and physics of air pollution over the Waterberg region
Maluta Pennington Mbedzi
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Francois Engelbrecht, Stefan Grab and Stuart Piketh
Email: mbedzim@eskom.co.za
The Waterberg region is fast becoming the next big industrial development node in
South Africa. Industrial development presents a variety of environmental management considerations, including
air pollution. Unlike the Mpumalanga Highveld region, which has enjoyed extensive atmospheric investigations
over the years, very few studies have focused on understanding the attributes of the atmospheric boundary
layer over the Waterberg region. These were mostly undertaken on an ad hoc basis, as part of the Environmental
Impact Assessments (EIAs) by different organisations and many questions regarding the boundary layer
characteristics over this region remain unanswered. The formation of convective eddies over the Waterberg is
thought to exhibit uniquely different characteristics compared to eddies that develop over the South African
Highveld or the Lowveld. Similarly, embedded within intricate regional circulation patterns, unique thermodynamic
profiles (e.g. inversion layers and atmospheric states of stability and instability) are likely to exist over the complex
topography of the Waterberg. Therefore, the air pollution studies carried out elsewhere in the country cannot
be confidently extrapolated into this region. This thesis is aimed at enhancing our current understanding of the
dynamics and physics of air pollution in the aforementioned study region. To reach this objective, high resolution
atmospheric modelling and air pollution modelling will be combined with large sets of observational data to
characterise the attributes of atmospheric thermodynamic profiles and dynamic circulation features over the
Waterberg. Improved understanding of the physics and dynamics of air pollution over the Waterberg will aid in
the development of modelling and management strategies to address air pollution problems in the future.
Key words: Waterberg region; industrial development; atmospheric boundary layer; convective eddies;
atmospheric modelling

The seasonal cycle of CO2 fluxes in the Southern Ocean: A model spatial
scale sensitivity analysis
Precious Ndzunisani Mongwe
University of Cape Town
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Pedro Monteiro
Email: npmongwe@gmail.com
The exchange of gases between the atmosphere and the ocean is important to the global carbon cycle and is a
critical determinant for the future of Earth Systems. The global oceans absorb about 2.0 petagrams of carbon
annually (Pg C yr-1), slowing down the accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere and thus the rate of climate change.
Of this, the Southern Ocean absorbs about 1.0 Pg C yr-1 alone, highlighting the importance of the region as a
conduit for the exchange of gases between the atmosphere and ocean interior.
This project aims to resolve the seasonal and spatial variability of air-sea CO2 fluxes in the Southern Ocean. The
study by Lenton et al. (2013) is used as the basis of the research, where they investigated the zonal air-sea CO2
fluxes in the Southern Ocean using different biogeochemical, ocean inversion and atmospheric inversion models.
The work of Lenton will be extended by investigating the three major regions of the Southern Ocean individually:
the South Atlantic, South Pacific and southern Indian Oceans. The NEMO-PISCES coupled ocean biogeochemical
model will be used to analyse sea-air CO2 fluxes over a period of 20 years (1990—2009, sensu Lenton et al., 2013).
The impact of spatial scale in biogeochemical models on CO2 fluxes will be tested by analysing the output from
two separate model runs at different resolutions (0.5 and 2 degrees). This will assess the ability of the models to
capture the seasonal and regional processes that affect the circulation and subduction of CO2.
Key words: Climate change; Southern Ocean; CO2; biogeochemical modelling; model resolution
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Current and future ozone dynamics within the Waterberg Air Quality
Priority Area
Mogesh Naidoo
North-West University
Degree: PhD
Supervisor: Stuart Picketh
Email: mnaidoo4@csir.co.za
Due to current and planned industrial development, the Waterberg region has been declared an Air Quality
Management Priority Area. The current and anticipated impact on air quality in the area has not been holistically
assessed, particularly with respect to secondary pollutants, such as ozone, which the ongoing air quality
management plan does not feature. This research aims to characterise ozone dynamics within the Waterberg
region in terms of the current and proposed developments. Additionally, the effect of a changing climate on
photochemistry in the region will be appraised. These aims will be achieved using the Comprehensive Air quality
Model with eXtensions (CAMx) with the Cubic-Conformal Atmospheric Model (CCAM) as a means for present and
future meteorological forcing.
Key words: Waterberg; air quality; photochemistry; CCAM; CAMx; ozone

Responses of coral reefs to climate change-induced ocean acidification
and warming
David Jonthan Pearton
Oceanographic Research Institute (ORI)
Degree: Post-doctorate
Supervisor: Michael Schleyer
Email: dpearton@gmail.com
The rapid rise in anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) since the start of the Industrial Revolution has and will
continue to have effects on climate, particularly increasing atmospheric temperatures. However, the ocean
has buffered the greenhouse effect by absorbing ~30% of the excess CO2. This has resulted in a change in
the carbonate chemistry of the ocean leading to a drop in pH, hence ‘acidification’ of the ocean. This leads to
lowering of the saturation state of calcite and aragonite, the major shell-forming carbonate minerals. Increasing
anthropogenic CO2 thus presents itself as a double-edged sword for carbonate-forming marine organisms that
now face multiple changing environmental variables. This project investigates the potential impact of these
changes on South African coral reefs.
The east coast of South Africa is home to some of the most southerly coral reefs on the globe. Ecosystems
at the fringes of their distribution range often exist at the margins of their ecological tolerances and are thus
sensitive to any changes. The responses of South African reefs are likely to be a bellwether in predicting the
responses of other reefs in the future. We will examine the calcification and developmental effects of raised
pCO2 and temperature on selected coral species from a physiological and molecular perspective. Model coral
species will be subjected to current and predicted pCO2 levels and temperatures to determine their responses in
terms of calcification, development and metabolic processes. Several recent studies have examined the genome
and transcriptome of different coral species and provided a number of potential targets to probe the nature
and mechanism of coral responses to changes in pCO2 and temperature. We will investigate the expression and
changes in expression of these target genes and pathways to elucidate the molecular mechanisms behind coral
responses to these stresses. The findings will allow us to consider the coral genetic diversity in southern Africa
in this context and determine whether genetic diversity, or lack thereof, will have any effect on the ability of
southern African corals to adapt or thrive under the effects of climate change.
Key words: Corals; ocean acidification; calcification; SST; Aragonite saturation
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Emissions impact on air quality and deposition within the footprint of
Matimba Power Station and surrounding coal mines
Nelvia Phala
University of the Witwatersrand
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Mary Scholes, Stuart Piketh, Rebecca Garland and Chris Curtis
Email: nelviaphala@gmail.com
South Africa is a developing country, rich with mineral resources, and this has led to the development of mining
and other industries. These industries are dependent on Eskom for electricity for which, in South Africa, the
primary energy source is coal. International studies have documented that coal-fired power plants are major
contributors to degradation of local air quality. Air pollution can negatively impact on human health, ecosystems,
materials, buildings, works of art and visibility. Matimba is one of Eskom’s coal-fired power stations and is situated
in Lephalale in the north-western part of Limpopo Province in South Africa. In addition, there are other industries
(including coal mines) currently in operation in close proximity to the Matimba Power Station. This industrial area
is expected to grow as more industrial activities are built in the following 1–3 years; these activities may aggravate
the level of air pollution and result in it being a ‘hotspot’ area for air pollution.
As planned industrial activities may impact on the area’s future air quality, it is of paramount importance to look at
existing air quality data and determine the status of air quality, before and during operation of this power station,
in order to inform future air quality management in the area. Furthermore, it is necessary to do a baseline study
on deposition of acidifying species (SO2 and NOx) and identify their hotspots. The main aim of this paper is to
evaluate the impact of the power station on the air quality of the region (focusing on NOx, PM and SO2) and to
determine the amount of NOx and SO2 deposited before and after the commissioning of the power station within
the vicinity of the Matimba Power Station and surrounding coal mines. This study will analyse monitored PM, NOx
and SOx data from the Matimba Power Station to identify trends of these parameters and their driving factors.
Additionally, inferential modelling will be used to determine the amount of SO2 and NOx deposited within the
vicinity of the Matimba Power Station and surrounding coal mines.
Key words: Mining; electricity; air pollution; Waterberg; atmospheric chemistry

Assessing the control of climatic factors on the distribution of plant
species across an altitudinal gradient
Thomas Sikhwivhilu
University of South Africa (Unisa)
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Bob Scholes and Dave Thompson
Email: mukona69@gmail.com
In the North-West Province of South Africa, in the location of Marakele National Park, mean annual air temperature
is projected to rise by 3—5°C by the end of the century under high climate change scenarios, and rainfall intensity
is projected to increase (although rainfall amounts remain uncertain). It is well established that climate influences
species distribution. Current predictions of species responses to climate change strongly rely on projecting ‘niche
envelope models’, which summarise the species’ climate preferences. In this study we look at how climatic factors
currently control (and are likely to control under predicted future climates) the distribution of plants along the
approximately 240 m altitudinal gradient that exists in Marakele National Park. Measurements of the altitudinal
range distributions can act as a proxy for the future climate sensitivity of various species. The detailed niche
models that can be fitted help to understand whether the observed niches are fundamental or realised. The
documented altitudinal distribution ranges in 2012 will act as a benchmark for future changes.
Key words: Plant species distribution; temperature; rainfall; altitudinal gradient; realised and fundamental niches
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Estimating the isotope effect of nitrate assimilation in the Atlantic sector
of the Southern Ocean
Sandi Michelle Smart
University of Cape Town
Degree: MSc
Supervisor: Sandy Thomalla, Chris Reason and Daniel Sigman
Email: sandimsmart@gmail.com
The potential of the Southern Ocean as a key driver of global carbon and climate cycles — both past and
present — is well recognised. One reason for this is its capacity for greatly increased nutrient utilisation, and
carbon fixation. Variations in the isotopic composition of particulate organic nitrogen preserved in deep ocean
sediments could provide a means to discern changes in the nutrient status of the Southern Ocean over time.
Due to the preferential incorporation of the lighter isotope (14N) during nitrate uptake by phytoplankton, the
remaining nitrate pool (and thus also the organic particles subsequently produced from it) becomes progressively
enriched in the heavier isotope (15N). Based on this principle, a higher 15N/14N ratio observed in glacial sediments
has been taken as an indication of more complete nutrient utilisation in Southern Ocean surface waters during
glacial periods. However, interpretations rely on the assumption that the isotope effect (ε) — the degree of isotope
fractionation or discrimination — does not vary temporally, which may not be the case. Thus the primary objective
of this study is to develop estimates for the isotope effect of nitrate assimilation across the different domains
of the Southern Ocean’s Atlantic sector. Novel isotope techniques will be applied to both profile and underway
surface samples of dissolved nitrate and particulate organic nitrogen collected along meridional transects through
the sub-Antarctic and Antarctic zones south of Africa.
More robust estimates of the isotope effect obtained from these analyses could better equip researchers to
reconstruct past nutrient conditions in the Southern Ocean, shedding light on its role in regulating atmospheric
CO2 through the glacial-interglacial cycles of past millennia. Furthermore, the observed spatial variations in the
isotope effect across the Southern Ocean could yield valuable insights into the factors that limit phytoplankton
growth today, in particular, the relative importance of iron and light.
Key words: Isotope effect; nitrate assimilation; phytoplankton; Southern Ocean; glacial-interglacial cycles
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